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T&T in perfect storm
SoE, curfew to stop Covid-19 surge

The Toronto Arya Samaj held its ‘Ek Sangam’ event on May 16, a
virtual musical entertainment presentation that raised over $52,000
in donations, part of which will go for Covid-19 relief to India. The
three-hour event saw high calibre musical and dance performers, all
successfully managed by MC, Joe Jaglall, at lower centre.

Port-of-Spain – The sobering reality of a perfect storm hit
Trinidad and Tobago hard when
the government pressed the panic
button as Covid-19 infections and
fatalities soared, declaring a nationwide State of Emergency and curfew that took effect last Sunday
night.
“I'm sorry that it has come to
coffins and faces of dead people
for us to realise that we are in, and
always have been, in a very difficult place,” said Prime Minister Dr
Keith Rowley in announcing a battening down of the hatches.
With the SoE and curfew in place
until further notice, nationals must
remain behind doors between 9:00
p.m. and 5:00 a.m., with exceptions
made for essential workers.
The government’s move was welcomed by the business community.

Vaccines a beacon of hope, but which one to take?

www.omesh.com

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219
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By Sumit Majumder, Tapas Mondal, & M. Jamal Deen
or more than a year, SARS-CoV-2 virus-borne disease
Covid-19 is rampant around the world, killing more
than three million people worldwide. Constantly
evolving, the virus has appeared in more deadly forms in
different countries.
Amid all sufferings and deaths that Covid-19 has caused,
the vaccines have appeared as the
major beacon of hope. Although
the incredible advancements in
science and technology have
made it possible to develop a
number of vaccines in less than
a year, they showed different
levels of efficacies in clinical
trials. While Moderna, PfizerBioNtech, and Sputnik V have
claimed their vaccines to have a
clinical efficacy of more than 90
percent, the Johnson & Johnson
and Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccines are only about 65 percent efficacious.
Therefore, confusion and trust issues have quite understandably developed regarding the effectiveness of the latter
vaccines. To resolve the confusion, we must first understand
what the clinical efficacy of a vaccine means, and how it is
measured.
The efficacy of a vaccine is a measure of how well it
can protect the body against a pathogen (and the disease
it causes), and it is determined through clinical trials conducted on many thousands of volunteers.
Those who volunteered in the clinical trial of a Covid19 vaccine were randomly assigned into two groups. True
vaccines were given to one group, whereas the other group
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received a ‘placebo’ – a vaccine-like, harmless substance that
does not have any disease-preventing or curing properties. Of
all the volunteers, those who later contracted Covid-19 were
counted. A vaccine can be declared effective if a lesser fraction of volunteers from the vaccine-recipient group contract
Covid-19 than the placebo-recipient group.
For example, Pfizer-BioNtech’s clinical trial involved more
than 43,000 people, of whom
170 later contracted Covid-19.
However, most importantly, out
of these 170 people, 162 people
were from the placebo-recipient
group. Only eight volunteers (or
five percent) belonged to the
group that had received the true
vaccine.
Thus,
Pfizer-BioNtech
claimed a 95 percent efficacy
rate of their vaccine based on
this result. However, with the
worldwide rollout of Covid-19
vaccines, these efficacy rates will be updated from the much
larger sample sizes.
A closer look into the clinical trial process unveils several
factors that may influence these results. Each organisation
has completed trials of their vaccines independently, in different geographical locations, and at different times.
For example, Moderna conducted the trial solely in the
US, while the Oxford-AstraZeneca trial was primarily conducted in the UK, and Brazil. Although Pfizer-BioNtech
had some trial sites in some countries in Africa, Europe,
and Latin America, their trial was largely US-centric. Also,
Moderna and Pfizer-BioNtech conducted their trials during
See Page 14: Experts advise
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It had called called for implementation of tougher measures in the
wake of escalating Covid-19 infections and fatalities, and from nonstop creativity at the national level
from citizens oblivious to the pandemic, and wholly intent on bending Covid-19 regulations.
The Trinidad & Tobago Chamber
of Commerce said it fully supported
the government’s draconian move.
“The Trinidad and Tobago
Chamber, as the representative of
the business community, has and
always will seek to act in the best
interest of the society. Due to the
number of infections and the strain
on the healthcare system, we recognise we had to escalate the actions
to halt, curb, and reverse the spread;
therefore, we support the implementation of the curfew,” it said in
See Page 19: State
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Lovely condo in Etobicoke with 2 bedrooms, spacious living and dining room, open balcony, and
ensuite laundry. This property is tenanted. Guaranteed rental income of $1800 per month for two
years. Real estate never spoils. It appreciates with
time. Call today.
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$679,900

Luxury Townhome

Features a private driveway for 3 cars, garage
with internal access to the home, enclosed porch
and a great room with 12’ ceiling and fireplace,
sliding glass doors to a semi-private courtyard.
You will be impressed with the separate dining
room, e/i kitchen and laundry room on the same
level. Lots of upgrades.

Spacious home with 4 bedrooms, 4 washrooms,
lane way double car garage, large deck, open
concept living & dining room, spacious kitchen & a
warm family room. Nicely updated & located near
the GO. Main floor ensuite can be used for someone who does not want stairs, or as a home office.

$879,900

$939,900
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Spec hme on premium crnr lot. Inviting frnt prch
w/grand dble door entry to sun-drenched hme.
Enjoy mod kit leading to lovely raised dck & lge
con. patio, yards of grn spc & gdn shed. Up. level
has 4 bdrms, stdy area & ldry rm. Bsmt cmplt w/
open design, LED lights & lam. flrs. Come & see it!
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Spacious Etobicoke Bungalow

$1,249,000

Located in one of Mississauga’s prime locations.
Includes a spacious suite with open concept living,
dining, kitchen area. Master bedroom with walkin closet, and a full ensuite. There is a den for the
work-from-home professional. You can relax in the
open air balcony while your investment blossoms.

$829,000

Start Smart

Here is a large bungalow on a premium pieshaped lot in Etobicoke. Features include 3 bedrooms, open concept living and dining, hardwood
floors and a large eat-in kitchen. The basement has
a separate entrance with 2 bedrooms.

Luxury Low Rise Condo
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Income Booster!
Located on large corner lot, unique bungalow offers
a private driveway, garage & courtyard. Extensively
renovated & features a basement apartment, common laundry area & tankless hot water system!
Sparkling clean home! Explore the possibilities!!!

$989,700

Simply Unbeatable

You will be impressed with this large home containing a three-bedroom basement apartment!
With 9’ ceilings on main flr, an enclosed lawn with
patio stones, & open concept, it offers tremendous
space. Located near York University & the new
subway line, this home is like hitting the jackpot!
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Ontario extends Stay-at-Home order to June 2

DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET

Toronto – With the new, more contagious Covid-19 variants ward since its peak on April 17. Labs also completed 22,915
continuing to pose significant risks, the Ontario government tests, and Public Health Ontario logged a provincewide positivlast week extended the Stay-at-Home Order until at least June ity rate of 7.6 percent, down from the 8.5 percent positivity rate
2. It has done so in consultation with the Chief Medical Officer reported with just over 28,000 tests last week.
of Health.
Earlier this month, the provincial cases rate started the
It means all public health and workplace safety measures decrease by 14.8 percent, with the positivity rate also decreasing
under the provincewide emergency brake will also remain in to 7.7 percent compared to 8.6 percent the previous week in late
effect.
April. From May 5 to 12, the numAlso, during this time, the govber of patients with Covid-related
ernment will prepare to adminiscritical illness in intensive care had
ter the Pfizer BioNTech vaccine to
decreased from 877 to 776.
youth between the ages of 12 and 17
However, despite these improvestarting in the week May 31. This
ments, the province said key indiis yet another part of the move by
cators remain high, and more time
the province in finalising plans to
was required before the it can safely
gradually and safely re-open the
lift the Stay-at-Home Order.
province.
From May 3 to 9, the provinSaid Premier Ford: “While we
cial cases rate was high at 134.9
are seeing positive trends as a result
cases per 100,000 people, and
of the public health measures put
percent positivity was above the
in place, we cannot afford to let up
high alert threshold of 2.5 percent.
yet. We must stay vigilant to ensure
Hospitalisation and ICU admisOntario Premier Doug Ford
our ICU numbers stay down, and
sions also remained too high, and
our hospital capacity is protected. If we stay the course for the was well above the peak of wave number two.
next two weeks, and continue vaccinating record number of
Based on this data, the Ontario government extended the
Ontarians every day, we can begin looking forward to July and provincewide Stay-at-Home Order until at least June 2.
August and having the summer that everyone deserves.”
The impacts of these measures will continue to be evaluated
Thanks to the collective efforts of Ontarians in following over the coming weeks, with consideration being made to the
public health and workplace safety measures, the province con- reopening of outdoor recreational amenities on June 2, subject
tinues to make considerable progress in the fight to control the to current downwards trends continuing.
third Covid-19 wave.
“While the latest data show that public health measures are
Yesterday, the province reported 1,616 new cases of Covid- having an impact, the situation in our hospitals remains pre19 infections, the fewest on a single day since March 24; also, carious, and variants continue to pose a significant risk,” said
17 more deaths were announced. The new cases include 472 Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health.
in Toronto, 360 in Peel Region, 116 in York Region, 114 in
She added, “Experience from other jurisdictions shows that
Hamilton, and 102 in Durham Region, CBC reported.
driving transmission to very low levels is needed in order to end
The seven-day average of daily cases fell to 2,287, its lowest the third wave. We must stay the course as we continue to quickpoint in nearly seven weeks. It has been steadily trending down- ly vaccinate more Ontarians, including our children and youth.”
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Province moves to combat anti-Asian racism in schools

Toronto – The Ontario government is taking action to combat anti-Asian racism and discrimination by providing $340,000
to support equity programs and initiatives with community
partners.
These government initiatives will help ensure students learn
in more inclusive classrooms, and are supported by their educators and communities.
The Covid-19 pandemic has seen a concerning rise in
instances of discrimination and hate crimes
directed towards Canadians of Asian
descent. Between March 2020 and February
2021, a year into the Covid-19 pandemic,
there were 1,150 cases of racist attacks
across Canada. Most of these incidents, 40
percent and 44 percent of all cases of racist
attacks and incidents were reported from
Ontario and British Columbia, respectively.
In many instances, these racially-motivated attacks have targeted the vulnerable,
including children and the elderly.
The partnership and support announced
by the Ontario government is part of an
ongoing effort to protect children and create
safe learning environments.
“Racism and discrimination have no
place in our schools, and our government
Stephen
is acting to protect students and promote
inclusivity for all children,” said Stephen Lecce, Minister of
Education.
He added, “Since the start of the pandemic, hate crimes
have sharply and disturbingly risen against Asian-Canadians.
In our schools, we celebrate diversity and champion inclusion,
as no child deserves to feel unsafe in their schools and in this
country.”
Support is being provided as part of the Safe Return to Class
fund, and Ontario is directing $140,000 to Hong Fook Mental
Health Association for mental health supports for Asian students, families, and teachers. It includes offering counselling
and workshops in Mandarin, Cantonese, and English.
As part of the Safe Restart agreement, Ontario has partnered
with community groups to combat anti-Asian racism, support
advocacy for educational issues and concerns related to Asian
Canadians in the education system, and address pandemicinduced issues and risks for East Asian Ontario families.
This includes providing $50,000 to the Chinese Canadian
National Council for Social Justice to develop online resources
and tools to help Chinese Canadian households engage their
children, from Grades 3 to 5, in discussions about racism; and
$10,000 to the Asian Canadian Educators Network to develop a
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series of professional learning and workshops about anti-Asian
racism for schools and boards in Ontario.
Also being provided are $140,000 to Community Family
Services of Ontario to deliver resources and supports that are
relevant to pandemic-induced issues and risks faced by newcomers and East Asian Ontario families.
“To honour the proud contributions, storied history, and
sacrifice Canadians of Asian heritage have made to building
this country, our government is partnering
and investing to directly counter anti-Asian
racism in our schools and communities,”
Minister Lecce noted.
Additionally, “We are acting to protect
students, combat anti-Asian racism, and
ensure that all children are celebrated.”
In all, as part of the Safe Return to Class
Fund, the Ontario government is directing
$6.4 million toward equity-related projects,
including funding to community organisations to address anti-Asian hate, anti-semitism, and Islamophobia; support for newcomer parents and families to enhance access
to school and community resources, and
culturally appropriate mental health supports
for youth, families and teachers.
Commenting on the government’s fundLecce
ing move, Billy Pang, MPP for MarkhamUnionville said: “Since the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic, there has been a significant increase in discrimination
and hate crimes towards Canadians of East and Southeast Asian
descent. Change begins in our schools and communities. [The]
announcement of $340,000 to support equity programs and
initiatives with community partners demonstrates our government’s commitment to support our students and combat antiAsian racism in communities across Ontario.”
The anti-Asian racism now evident in Ontario in the last year
is not representative of our communities or our province, said
Daisy Wai, MPP for Richmond Hill.
She added, “Ontarians are much better than that. The initiatives announced [by the Ontario government] will have a
generational impact by ensuring that children understand and
value the dignity of every human being, and by making sure that
every child feels safe at school.”
Also, Anna Wong, Executive Director, Community Family
Services of Ontario, noted that newcomer families and international students have taken a hard hit in the past year, resulting in
anxiety, isolation, and abuse; she adds that, “[resources] for ethnically oriented services in the community will help to ensure
their safety and psychosocial well-being”.
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Pre-arrangement plans available. Free executor
support for Canada Pension Plan and Survivor
Benefits. In-home services offered if desired.
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Editorial

T&T’s perfect storm

I

t was one of the most poignant and sobering statements issued by a leader since Covid-19 arrived in
the Caribbean last year. Late last week, Trinidad
and Tobago’s Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley gravely
informed the country, the rest of the Caribbean region,
and the diaspora, that the nation had come to a point
where it was no longer effectively negotiating precarious
and turbulent Covid-19 seas.
Rowley’s statement was unequivocal and blunt; the
moment was quite unnerving, and rippled abroad in a
diaspora longing to return to families and investments.
As Rowley indicated, Trinidad and Tobago had now
sailed head-on into a perfect storm; so damaging was the
impact that the ship of State was taking on water.
As Rowley, his government team, and senior medical
personnel indicated, Trinidad and Tobago was now irremediably stricken with escalating cases of nationals afflicted with Covid-19; so inexorable and almost-vertical
was the latest wave, that they were certain the number of
deaths would continue to rise.
His prediction, no doubt based on scientific modeling
of infection and mortality outcomes, has since seen a record 23 deaths occurring in a single day.
In what is now being described as the epitomy of his
pronouncement during this message to a seriously stricken nation, Rowley then indelibly etched the following into
the nation’s history books, saying: “I am sorry that it has
come to coffins and faces of dead people for us to realise
that we are in, and have always been in a very difficult
place. Before we were only dealing with numbers, but I
think the population is at the stage now where the numbers are being seen to be of people even known to you.”
It is one of the darkest statements coming out of the
Caribbean made by a national leader about what remains
the unabating, pestilential onslaught in the region. As Stabroek News out of Guyana later editorialised about Rowley’s unadulterated messaging: “If this pronouncement,
particularly, does not make Trinidad and Tobago (and the
rest of the region, for that matter) sit up and listen, then
there is little else that one can think of that will”.
It is a sobering narrative, and Guyana, and the rest of
the region, should read what is taking place in Trinidad
and Tobago as a wake-up call for increased vigilance by
their governments, and by their populations.
In fact, a look at the recent Covid-19 statistics out of
Port-of-Spain is sobering and instructive. There have been
148 deaths so far in May, with the overall total of deceased
continuing its climb from 317. Earlier this week, the total
number of cases of Covid-19 since the country recorded
its first infection on March 12, 2020 stood at 17,150. However, in what is an almost vertical surge, the uptick in infections has seen 6,328 new Covid-19 cases in May so far,
with over 10,000 cases already recorded for 2021, easily
surpassing the 7,000-plus total for all of 2020.
Yet it appears nationals in Trinidad and Tobago do not
get it; that dire circumstances call for self-discipline, community support, and national focus, appear to be eluding
a significant, self-interested percentage of the population.
As was reported earlier this week, following the declaration by the government of a State of Emergency and a
curfew, over 300,000 applications had been received by the
police for exemptions to travel. Also, in a statement of caution from Attorney General Faris Al Rawi, nationals were
warned about creatively bending the stay-at-home rules.
Trinidad and Tobago’s dire circumstances have led to
introspection and soul-searching in the rest of the Caribbean, with Stabroek News noting, “inevitably [it] brings
us home, and to the question as to whether we ourselves
might not be on the edge of that zone where the afflicted
and the dead will become the looking glass through which
we catch an unpalatable glimpse of our own situation”.
As in all dangerous times, the dynamic is such there is
no guaranteed, happy outcome. If Trinidad and Tobago is
to see a happy ending to its bitter narrative of escalating
Covid-19 infections and deaths, then its nationals must
sober up and begin facing the challenging ordeal ahead.
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Biowarfare?

had started this piece on May 1, when the suddenness of the
calamitous surge of Covid-19 cases in India impelled me to
investigate the phenomenon; this piece is a fraction of the
findings, all pointing to a man-made exercise in germ warfare. It
might have been smothered by all the condemnatory noise from
within and outside India accusing Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and the Bharatiya Janata Party for
laxity and poor handling of the disease. This is far
from the truth.
India had come out of the 2020 outbreak with
the highest recovery rate of the top countries
affected, and near the lowest death rate. It was ready to deliver
vaccines, having arranged appropriately with suppliers of raw
materials, and had committed vaccine to poor countries. Its
economy was rebounding from the first wave, and life had
eased, and preventative measures maintained: masks, social
distancing, hand hygiene, and so on.
Then, starting in March 2021, almost on the anniversary of
the pandemic, several explosions of cases struck, first Mumbai,
then Delhi, and Bengaluru. Mumbai moved from a daily average of 1,750 cases daily to 13,650 on March 10, and 103,000
four weeks later; Delhi increased from 370 to 28,395 in six
weeks, while Bengaluru rose from 760 to 50,112 in two months.
The Western and Indian anti-Modi press blamed this surge on
his laxity in allowing large gatherings at the Kumbh Méla in
Haridwar, Uttarakhand, North India, at political rallies in several states, and the Punjabi farmers’ protest at Delhi.
Secondly, the sites and pattern of the surge, first Mumbai,
then Delhi, then Bengaluru, none of which harboured a Kumbh
Méla or elections, and though Delhi is about 200 kilometres
from Haridwar, and did have crowds of protesters, who had
been at Delhi’s gates for months without affecting Covid-19
incidence; in March-April, many had gone home to reap the
spring harvest.
India was perhaps too sure of its prior record of Covid-19
control that it had resumed its economic agenda. In June 2020,
it had been attacked by China in Ladakh, and was smarting
from the loss of 20 soldiers, injuries to many, and the economic
repercussions. (In a previous writing I had commented on the
imbalance of forces between China and India, and the former’s
inclination to bully its opponents, unwilling to reason and compromise.)
Thirdly, the surge saw the identification of new variants,

B1.167, with two mutations, as well as the UK variant B1.117
which has been found at twice the frequency of B1.167; another,
a triple variant B1.168 seems to be an amalgam of B1.117 and
B1.167. These variants are now global. While natural mutations
are common, these occurrences suggest a programmed release.
India, the world’s largest vaccine-maker had
taken steps to protect its people by vaccination;
Mohan
and had planned to cover half a billion people by
Ragbeer August. But former US President Donald Trump,
with the UK and EU, then US President Joe Biden,
embargoed the export of raw materials for vaccines, other supplies, and their vaccines.
The loss of raw materials stalled India’s production of vaccines, and the vaccination programme. In response to early
requests from Modi – later Adar Poonawala of Serum Institute
of India, backed by Krishna Ella of Bharat Biotech – failed to
move Biden, who announced that his first responsibility was
to the “American people”, and feebly responded a month later
when the surge had climbed to over 400,000/day or 20 times,
swamping treatment facilities, and exhausting supplies, especially of oxygen, whose depletion alone would have killed those
affected. Is there a country that can handle this huge daily load?
The specifics of the new strains suggest a laboratory origin;
the lone primary target, India, indicates an attack on its financial (Mumbai), political-administrative (Delhi), and software
(Bengaluru) centres, to impair India’s economy, slow recovery,
impair drug and vaccine manufacturing (Bill Gates is said to
have advised the US against exporting to India), and ability
to strengthen defences against China. The US and China can
confidently do this, both having worked on coronaviruses, the
Center for Disease Control having patented one.
It is hard to believe that a mutant virus is capable of targeting
a nation so selectively at its most sensitive sites. Did the attacker
get inside help? The writings and videos of David Martin PhD,
which I cited in a previous article, suggest an answer, from the
work of CDC grantees, Ron Fouchier, and Peter Daszak, head of
EcoHealth Alliance, who had transferred to Wuhan, funded by
Dr Anthony Fauci’s unit at the CDC when it had to stop its risky
work on viruses. So, did Wuhan continue that work to develop
the enhanced variants released in Britain, South Africa, Brazil
(conveniently blasé re: Covid-19), and now India, the only
country to show a rise of 100 percent from April to May 2021?
On the May 16 there were 281,860 cases.

Sharp reminder that many ills afflict our world

S

ome things in this life are unavoidable; there are taxes, of
course. While the American-born, English poet, T.S. Eliot
wrote in his depressing poem that April is the cruellest
month, for many of us April 30 is an unavoidable wasteland
that can be quite harrowing; and of course, interminably taxing.
Then there is that grave outcome that
medicines help to delay, but still remains
Romeo
unavoidable; and which a goodly priest starkly
Kaseram
reminded the few of us gathered for the funeral
of a dear friend more than a decade ago. He said,
“Friends, let us clasp our hands together and be
vicarious for few moments; now put yourself inside this casket
instead. Yes, we are all going to end up here one day”.
Needless to say, such an invocation of certainty and the
unavoidable was a stunning revelation within the context of
that funereal space. In that moment, along with my startled
appreciation of the ephemeral, and my own, personal
mortality, I appreciated not only had I just witnessed a
darkened emergence of knowledge and power, but that priests
too can have bad days, even as they succour and comfort those
of us fortunate enough to remain among the living.
But perhaps I digressed too early, and have gone too far
out on the rim. I meant to begin with a narrative about
the fixedness to structures as death and taxes, then riff off
the strands that are the memories left behind by my dear
grandmother about things that should remain inviolable.
To speak truth to the power of modern-day free will,
independent action, and vaccine hesitancy, were Ma around, I
know with certainty she would shake her head in disbelief; that
she would have been bewildered there are some among us who
are choosing not to be inoculated against Covid-19.
When Ma was troubled by the inexplicable, contrarian ways
of our species, she did not do what the old man did in V.S.
Naipaul’s introductory pages to his A House for Mr Biswas,
which was to cite the progressive decay of this world as an
inexorable approach by the apocalyptic Dark Ages. Instead,
Ma retreated to her internal space, where failing to process the
divergences from “common sense”, which she relied on heavily
all of her life, she then emerged unresolved with her face
contemplative and visibly disturbed.
“Ah well. Live; and let live,” she would say practically, and
move on to her interminable washload of daily chores.
Meanwhile, being the matriarch, she kept her soap-chapped
hands firmly on the helm, ensuring our generation stayed alive

to see another generation, which meant taking those life-saving
inoculations. I recall shots for poliomyelitis and smallpox.
Now, when I was growing up in the homeland, I was too
young to appreciate the connected sequence of events that
led to my first ever inoculation for smallpox. I highly suspect
Ma poked and prodded my dear mother, her
nagging generating a galvanising momentum.
Perhaps it drove my mother to get the task
done earlier than she had planned, more to
get Ma off her case, while ensuring that the
predatory smallpox virus, like the mythical wolf,
did not arrive to meet an inviting, opened front door.
Of course, I was too young to recall these backgrounding
details to my first vaccination, and I am merely riffing off the
chords that make up the memories of Ma’s enduring legacy.
However, the trauma was real enough, which accompanied
my receipt of what was a painful injection. Since then, it has all
come into focus from disconnected strands of memories, some
real, others circumstantial, and has left me with a conflated
recall that today starts its playback with a punctilious, but
benign doctor taking preparatory pokes at my upper arm with
the tip of a sausage-like forefinger.
He then quickly administered the painful payload with
eyes totally focused, and both lips sealed and tightly neutral,
without even a preparatory caution as, “Young man, this is
going to hurt far worse than stings from a nest of wasps”.
Understandably, this being my first ever inoculation, there
was no precedent of pain to reference. I will always recall the
sharpened point of this trauma. The resulting scar, always the
size of a loonie, today evidences that administering moment;
similar, and wholly parallel, to the startling, priestly poke
administered at my dear friend’s funeral decades later, a
scarring reminder of the ephemeral and one’s mortality.
And so it was, the jab was accompanied with a scream that I
still identify, via conflation, with corollaries of embellishment,
and my love for fictionalising, as being similar to the one that
distorts the landscape in Edvard Munch’s 1893 expressionist
masterpiece, The Scream. But perhaps I have returned to the
rim, and I am exaggerating once more.
However, not to put too fine a point on it, perhaps it is my
bumbling attempt, like that good doctor, and the priest who
was having a bad day, to deliver a sharp, stinging reminder to
become inoculated, given our precarity from Covid-19, and
other ills, in what is a contrarian and existentialist world.
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Natural gas industry a
good move for Guyana

Demerara Harbour Bridge

Today’s infrastructure a bridge to tomorrow
Dear Editor,
I recently participated in a civil engineering conference on
sustainability, and of note is that the infrastructure investments
we make today are going to impact our sustainability goals over
their estimated 70-year lifecycle. There was a case study on
a bridge in New York raised to allow for the passing of commercial ships. This is similar to the current issue facing the
Demerara Harbour Bridge in Guyana.
We should be asking ourselves, “What will be our needs
about 30 years and 50 years from now? What technology is
available today that we can leverage to have the maximum
impact on the sustainability goals for positive climate change?”
If we consider the electric vehicle trends of today, the shift
occurring in the automotive industry, and the renewable technologies available, there is an opportunity to do much more
with what on the surface appears to be an easy upgrade to the
current infrastructure.
Keeping in mind the goals of the Paris Agreement, the reality
is that marginal improvements are not enough to have the shift
in the consumption habits and fossil fuel culture that exist today
in our society.
Focusing on the Guyanese problem with the Demerara
Harbour Bridge, there is a clear opportunity to leverage a new
approach to crossing the Demerara River. The government
should consider reviewing the following options available: 1.
Travel by boats/vehicles carrying ferries powered by a renewable
energy source; 2. Use of a bridge: a) walking; b) cycling; c) train;

d) automobile; and 3., all the above
Most have selected 2. d) automobile, as their primary consideration and target consumer for such infrastructural investment. If we look closer at the use of an automobile to cross the
river via a bridge, or in Guyana’s case a “High Span Bridge”, then
the next question is, “What kind of bridge should it be, and for
what kind of automobile today, 30, 50, and 70 years from now?”
Based on current incentives and regulations trends in car
producing countries, it would be fair to expect that electric cars
will be a dominant form of the automobile in the future. Solar
energy is also turning out to be one of the more cost-effective
sources of energy.
How can we leverage these two trends? One example would
be to allow for a solar powered moving horizontal surface on the
bridge that also provides for charging of electric vehicles. This
would reduce emissions of fossil-fuelled automobiles, and also
provide a central charging location for electric vehicles under a
covered platform that isn’t exposed to the elements.
These forward-looking elements in our infrastructure developmental investments make quite a difference in whether we
are only solving today’s problems, or also providing solutions
for the future.
We must always keep in mind that there are limited funds
and the investments made today will last approximately 70
years. Choose well.
Jamil Changlee, Chairman, The Cooperative Republicans
of Guyana; via email.

Let us not sacrifice ecosystems for economic growth

Dear Editor,
Regardless of the actions to be taken, an example should be
The recent removal of a large swathe of mangrove forest at made of this developer. A hefty fine will send a clear message
Versailles-Malgre Tout, apparently in the name of development to other prospective developers and investors, who are likely to
is irresponsible to say the least. The fact that the developer of the push our environmental institutions and regulations to their
multi-million-dollar shore base facility was given the proverbial limits in the coming years.
inch and took a yard is a gross understatement.
Going forward, more needs to be done to protect our enviWhere was the oversight? Where were the various agen- ronment in light of the fast-approaching economic boom. As
cies and institutions responsible for
development activity and opportuensuring compliance with the laws
nities in Guyana increase, further
governing the environment and
protection in law and practice is
specifically coastal areas in Guyana?
needed to maintain vital ecosystems,
Perhaps, what was even more
especially those located along the
disappointing is the response from
coasts.
the Minister. In this day and age,
These include identifying and
development should be economipreserving critical ecosystems on
cally viable, socially acceptable, and
public land, increased public eduenvironmentally sound.
cation and outreach about the
While the wholesale destruction
importance of intertidal wetlands
of the mangroves has raised fears
for coastal protection and ecosysabout flooding, and rightly so, this
tem services, and strengthening our
A healthy growth of mangroves in Guyana
valuable wetland ecosystem proexisting institutions responsible for
vides many other ecosystem services. Apart from shielding our environmental oversight and protection.
coastal communities from high tides, soil erosion, and storms,
Additionally, regulations and agency oversight should be
mangroves also support coastal livelihoods by serving as a nurs- expanded to balance competing social, economic, and environery for fish, crustaceans, and other species.
mental interests.
It is a mecca for biodiversity, supporting many species of verFor example, in the developer’s home state of Florida, where
tebrates and invertebrates, including a variety of algae, bacteria, exists the largest mangrove forest in the US, there are no less
fungi, fish, birds, crustaceans, and fauna. What is even more than eight State agencies that play a role in coastal management,
alarming is that many of these species reproduce slowly, and with a number of statutes enacted to protect the State’s coastal
are severely impacted where mangrove destruction rates exceed areas, including mangrove forests.
reproduction rates.
Although Guyana is open for business, economic developWhile the developer indicated that mitigation measures ment should not come at the expense of our already fragile
would be taken, more information is needed on the specific coastal ecosystems, especially the mangrove forests that protect
remediation or restoration efforts planned. Will these measures us from rising seas under a changing climate, and offer a plethfocus exclusively on the creation of artificial barriers such as sea ora of ecosystem services. Efforts to maintain and protect this
walls? Will there be re-seeding? What about the other ecosys- vital biome will pay dividends for many years to come.
tem services that were lost?
Omchand Mahdu, via email.
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Dear Editor,
Speaking from the point of view of the Trinidad and Tobago
experience with the natural gas industry as regards revenue
generation and job creation, I would like to place a lot of
emphasis on saying that the development of such an industry
would greatly benefit the Guyana economy. Also, it would be
most important for cash flow stabilisation, especially when
there is volatility and huge swings in the price of crude oil,
which is a proven historical statistic!
This means besides generating cheap electricity and cooking
gas, if a number of industries are developed from downstream
natural gas, then it would create not only well-paying jobs, but
also a stable revenue cash flow. This would be very important,
as Guyana would not have to depend only on the price of crude
oil, which has proven to be very fickle at times, and relies on
complex geo-political factors and decisions by the swing producers, such as Saudi Arabia and Russia.
Natural gas is a great resource, and is very safe and environmentally-friendly.
The net effect of downstream natural gas usage would have
a powerful invigorating effect, with many beneficial multiplier
effects on the Guyana economy.
Sat Sukdeo, Chaguanas, Trinidad; via email.

The cleared land on the West Bank foreshore

North of Demerara River bridge
shows possibility for a base-port
Dear Editor,
As reported in the media, the Guyana government has given
permission to TriStar Incorporated, a US-based company,
to develop a tract of land on the West Bank foreshore of the
Demerara River in the vicinity of Versailles-Malgre Tout and
north of the bridge. The plan is to build an onshore base to service the oil and gas fields along Guyana’s north coast.
The approved land for the base-port encompasses part of the
foreshore, which was overgrown with mangroves, and which
had to be cleared for construction. Mangroves stabilise the foreshore against erosion caused by wave action and tidal currents.
Its habitat is also a breeding ground for fish, crustaceans, and
mosquitoes.
However, the proposed base-port area is relatively sheltered,
and the erosive effects of wave action and tidal currents on the
foreshore without the mangroves will be minimal, unlike those
areas along the Atlantic Coastland.
The government has to ensure that the cleared foreshore
is protected with an adequately constructed river defence to
protect the adjoining villages from flooding due to high tides
now and in the future, as global warming takes its toll in rising
river levels. There are also environmental issues that have to be
addressed.
Piles driven into the river for mooring purpose may cause its
channel to change course and deposit sling mud into the outfall
channels of the sluices upstream, thus blocking the drainage of
Vreed-en-Hoop and adjoining residential areas.
The base-port will also cause traffic increases on the roadway
and bridge crossing, and action has to be taken to upgrade these
facilities to prevent chaos for those using these facilities, as well
as for the people living in the area.
This project is necessary for the economic development of
Guyana, and the government wisely approved its undertaking.
However, much remains to be done for its successful implementation.
Guyana’s economy is on the upswing, and there is urgent
need to modernise and expand port facilities to accommodate
the increasing number of ocean-going vessels visiting the country. Georgetown’s port facilities are antiquated and overcrowded, and do not have the capacity to expand.
Therefore, areas on the West Bank of the Demerara River
north of the bridge crossing have ample areas that can be developed for modern base-port facilities, particularly for the rapidly
developing and lucrative oil and gas industries.
Charles Sohan, via email.
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Ask Jay...
Please send your questions to
TheBrij@TheBrij.com or call: 416-418-2745

R

Prime Minister of St Vincent & the Grenadines, Dr Ralph Gonsalves, receives his
Covid-19 vaccination in February 2021

Why Sputnik V hesitancy in T&T?

Dear Editor,
The handling of the Covid-19 pandemic
by the government of Trinidad and Tobago
last year was commendable. While so-called
developed countries were struggling to contain
the virus, Trinidad and Tobago had it under
control.
However, due mainly to the foolish, irresponsible, and careless behaviour of our citizens, Trinidad and Tobago has been hit with a
new infection wave that may prove to be very
costly in terms of lives lost.
It is precisely because of the magnitude and
severity of this new wave that the government
must act with alacrity, and use whatever tools
at its disposal to combat this deadly infectious
disease.
We have constantly been hearing from government officials, including the Ministry of
Health, that they are being guided by the “science”, and the WHO’s guidelines. What we
are not being told though is there is another
mega element guiding the WHO and the Pan
American Health Organisation, which is geopolitics.
These organisations have consistently spouted the approval for emergency use of western manufactured vaccines as AstraZeneca,
Johnson & Johnson, Pfizer-BioNTech, and
Moderna.
The severe side effects from a few of these
vaccines are well-documented, yet we are
scrambling to buy or beg for more supplies
of the AstraZeneca. We are doing so despite a
large number of European countries, and the
US, suspending, or not using this vaccine, but
are “willing to donate” their unused supplies to
nations like ours. And no one in our government has even questioned why.
I believe Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley
really cares about the people of this country;
therefore, I publicly ask him: Why has there

been no attempt to acquire the Russian Sputnik
V vaccine?
The internationally respected English
medical journal The Lancet published data in
February this year from the Gamaleya Institute,
which developed the vaccine, showing it was
91.6 percent effective.
Also, Professor Florian Thalhammer, chairman of the Austrian Society of Infectious
Diseases and Tropical Medicine, and who is
a leading infectious disease specialist at the
Medical University of Vienna, declared Sputnik
V is as simple, reliable, and effective as the
Kalashnikov assault rifle (also in February this
year).
Sputnik V is currently being used in over
60 counties, including some of our neighbours
such as Guyana, Venezuela, and St Vincent
and The Grenadines. In fact, the people of St
Vincent refused to be vaccinated with anything
but Sputnik V, which was taken by Prime
Minister Ralph Gonsalves and the top medical personnel in his country. That is why he
has volunteered to donate the current doses
of AstraZeneca to other countries. Dr Rowley
should be aware of this, having had conversations with PM Gonzales.
Plus, these vaccines are cheaper, can be
stored at normal refrigeration temperatures,
there is no problem for supply, and most
importantly, there has been not one single
report of any severe side effects.
We all know had this vaccine been found to
be ineffective or dangerous, this information
would have been splashed all over the western
media.
Prime Minister Rowley, you have a crisis
on your hands, and you have the tools to deal
with it. Forget the geo-politics. The lives of our
people are in your hands. Purchase the Sputnik
V vaccines.
Jayson Penn, via email.

How to use prayer against Covid-19

Dear Editor,
Many people are contracting this virus and
Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley has dying untimely deaths because of the recklessdeclared May 23 as a National Day of Prayer.
ness of the few.
Prayer can conquer Covid-19 only if people
When we flattened the Covid-19 curve
understand what prayer really
last year, everyone thought
is. It is not getting God ready
the virus had departed. We
to do what we want him to do.
faltered by letting down our
Prayer is getting us ready to do
guard, because success breeds
what He wants us to do.
complacency. This was further
It is not demanding God
boosted by a false sense of
to heal us of Covid-19. Prayer
security due to lower numbers
is getting us ready and disciin infection and fatalities.
plined enough to stay home,
Large parties sprung up
save lives, and adhere to Covidwith the vaccine coming in,
19 protocols.
and everyone got carried away.
A strong, wise, and strict
This type of behaviour has
mindset is needed, not a foolish
been witnessed all over the
and rebellious one.
world. We must practise prayer
Keith Rowley
If we are to follow in the
to give us the strength and
steps of those countries that have taken con- wisdom to keep track of infections, recoveries,
trol of this deadly, highly contagious virus, we who has been vaccinated, and how to prepare
must wear masks, social distance, and live a for the inevitability of future pandemics.
healthier lifestyle.
Simon Wright, via e-mail.
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Rent-to-Own: What you Should Know

ent-to-own helps the buyer to own a home in the future, and gives the seller
an exit strategy in a poor housing market. The hot housing market in GTA
attract investors who enjoy the profits from real estate without hassle from
tenants. Tenants who enter the rent-to-own program also benefit because they can
gradually save their down payment, or improve their credit score knowing that they
would eventually own the home. Rent-to-own is like a car lease where the rent is
an income to the owner and a part of it goes towards the down payment. Usually,
a rental contract will have an option to purchase, and must not be confused with a
rent-purchase deal. The first is only an option where the tenant has the first chance
to buy. The second is a purchase, where the tenant is obligated to buy at the end of
the term.
To enter the program, the tenant must pay an option fee that is about 2.5 percent
of the purchase price, and in addition to the negotiated rent, the tenant pays an additional monthly amount that would be credited towards the down payment on closing.
The option fee should be around seven percent of the purchase price. If the tenant
cannot close the transaction, then the option fee is forfeited by the seller. Tenants in
a rent-to-own program can benefit substantially since the price is set up front. The
increase over the years can be more than 20 percent.
As a tenant, engage a lawyer in the process. The lawyer will conduct a title search
revealing the name of the owners and the mortgage owing. The next step is to conduct an inspection. Usually the tenant is responsible for all repairs, including appliances, and improvements made. If the home requires work, then it might not be
worth your efforts. Since the price is set up front, order an appraisal so that you
can establish fair market value. Investors may negotiate a higher purchase price
up front as their profit. Some will inflate the purchase price yearly. It is important to
know what is in the contract, and ask your lawyer to register the rent-purchase deal
on title.
Tenants must be careful because even a late payment for rent can void the contract
and the option fee is forfeited. If at the end of the term, the tenant cannot arrange a
mortgage, then the seller can void the contract, forfeit the down payment, and sell
the property to a new buyer.
The sellers benefit as well because they can enjoy a positive cash flow and not
have to worry about maintenance or repairs. Over the years, the seller would have
paid down their mortgage and built equity in the home.
There are some downsides as well: the seller is obligated to sell the home to the
tenant, but the tenant is not contractually obligated to purchase. If the tenant does
not exercise the option, the seller can be at a disadvantage in a decaying market.
If the market climbs substantially, then the seller will be missing out from the increased value.
Like all real estate purchases, both parties should be diligent in their approach. It
is best to engage a solicitor who is familiar with rent-to-own. The contract must contain the purchase price, original deposit, closing date, the amount of rent, additional
deposits, and who will maintain the property. Since this is rent-to-own, landlord and
tenant rules apply. For example, if there is no heat in the home, it is the landlord’s
responsibility.
Rent-to-own is a viable proposition in today’s hot real estate market. Investors
benefit because a rent- to-own tenant will take care of the investment, knowing that
they will eventually become the owners. Investors receive an upfront deposit to help
in the purchase, a higher than market value sale, secure rents, and a tenant who will
take care of the property. When greed is taken out of the equation, it’s a win-win.

Jay Brijpaul
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Success elusive despite Guyana’s vast tourism potential

F

or more than a quarter of a century, the Guyana government has been seeking to exploit the country’s tourism
potential. Although modest progress has been made in
recent years, the dream of developing a viable tourism industry
has remained elusive.
Arguably, there has been no shortage of cheap talk, and plans
are written in the sand, only to be washed away by politicians
and redrawn each year. In its 2021 budget, the government is
once again making tourism a priority, with
training and accommodation among its core
initiatives.
The truth is Guyana does not boast the
features of traditional tourist destinations
– blue water, white sandy beaches, surf,
and all-inclusive resorts like many of its
Caribbean counterparts that have become
exclusive tourist destinations. However, it is a haven for ecotourists and a nature lovers’ paradise.
The country is blessed with characteristics that attract ecotourists – exotic fauna and flora, pristine rainforests, resplendent waterfalls, diverse wildlife, and a myriad of other natural
and cultural features. These tourists are environmentally sensitive and culturally aware, and do not follow the herd. They are
looking for individual expression and relaxation, and for nature
away from concrete jungles. They have a different mindset. To
them, beaches are boring; they love adventure.
Incidentally, Guyana’s beauty has always been romanticised.
Alan Adamson, writing in his book, Sugar without Slaves,
describes Guyana’s natural beauty in a stunning manner.
“For most people who have never lived there or are unfamiliar with its history, Guyana is a name saturated with romantic
connotations. This is the delightful land of W.H. Hudson’s Green
Mansions, the exotic setting of Conan Doyle’s Lost World, the El
Dorado of Sir Walter Raleigh’s tragic hopes.”
Guyana is also the land its British colonisers referred to as the
Magnificent Province and the Jewel in Victoria’s Crown. But on
the darker side, cut into the heart of the north-west hinterland,
Guyana is the country that provided the scenes for the movies,
Crime of the Century, and Jonestown Massacre.
The country was identified a few years ago as the best ecoregion in the Caribbean by the travel magazine, Caribbean
World, and received a big boost when it was recognised as the
“Best Eco-Tourism destination in the world” at the ITB Global
Travel Trade Fair held in Berlin, Germany in 2019.
Anticipating that tourism has the potential to take off once
the Covid-19 pandemic is over, the government announced that
it is pursuing several initiatives to boost the sector in its 2021
budget.
It stated that it has received more than 25 expressions of
interest from private investors seeking to develop new hotel
properties, and that at least six new hotels will commence construction in 2021. These initial incoming investments will add
an additional 1,000 hotel rooms in the near term, and potentially a total of 2,000 to 3,000 rooms in the medium term.
The budget noted that Guyana currently has in excess of 150
hotels and 30 resorts and lodges with an approximate room
capacity of 3,400. Most of these accommodations, it stated,
can be characterised as traditional and rustic establishments
with only a small number of business-oriented accommodation
properties of international standard.
Noting that the tourism sector has been hampered by a skills

gap at all levels, the government plans to commence construc- investments in the sector – both human and financial. Tourism
tion of the Hospitality Tourism Training Institute in 2021. On cannot be left entirely to the private sector.
In addition to its plans to promote the sector, the governcompletion, this facility will cater for more than 1,800 students
to be trained and certified annually, to support the growth and ment must also establish a regulatory framework to facilitate
its development. Promoting awareness about tourism among
development of tourism.
In addition, the government proposes to increase air con- the population should share the government’s vision. Tourism
nectivity by pursuing partnerships with airlines with the aim cannot prosper without the blessing of the population, which
of establishing new routes and cheaper airfares, once travel- must in turn understand the benefits they will get in return.
ling conditions begin to return to a state of Information about the tourism resources of the country must be
effectively communicated by both the public and private sectors
normalcy.
The budget observed that the pandemic to the marketplace.
In marketing Guyana, the focus has to be on selling specific
has created the opportunity for industry parDwarka
ticipants to re-evaluate their products and attributes unique to defined target groups, which seems to be in
Lakhan
offerings, and re-examine the possibilities of the making. In essence, this means marketing what the country
expanding tour packages that would appeal has to offer. There is no reason to raise expectations by overnot just to foreigners but to all Guyanese, selling the country. The country must also have some formal
both local and in the diaspora. Accordingly, the sector will infrastructure that functions in an organised manner – includfocus on offering unique culinary tours, excursions, soft adven- ing accommodation, transportation, telecommunication, tour
ture and experiential tours in an effort to diversify the tourism and travel operators, financial services, food service companies,
and so on. The existing supporting infrastructure leaves much
product portfolio.
To promote the domestic tourism market, which is underde- to be desired.
Without a doubt, tourism creates its own challenges. There
veloped, the government has established regional tourism comis no homogeneity in what
mittees in several regions,
tourists want, given indiand plans to work with them
vidual tastes and preferto help develop locally-based
ences, and discriminating
tourism, including the active
spending patterns. It is also
promotion of event-based
the industry most sensitive
tourism and local niche
to economic, political, and
attractions.
social patterns. Therefore,
There is no doubt that
developing and maintainGuyana has vast unexploited
ing a competitive advantourism potential. Arguably,
tage is the only thing that
success in the sector has been
will ensure viability.
elusive, largely due to ad hoc
So far, efforts at posiefforts and more importanttioning Guyana as a tourist
ly, the absence of strategic
destination have been fragplan that defines a vision
mented, partially because
for the sector – although a
neither the private sector,
National Tourism Policy in
nor the government, have
some shape or form apparhad a clearly defined and
ently exists. Diligent collabThe Iwokrama Canopy Walkway
relevant strategic vision
oration with the private secabout how to develop the sector.
tor – both local and overseas – also leaves much to be desired.
Political conditions and crime are also important considThere are also several committees, groups and associations
that supposedly focus on the sector’s development, but there is erations for tourists. Unreliable air transportation is another
major deterrent. The cost of hotel accommodation in Guyana is
little evidence of success in the work they do.
According to the Caribbean Tourism Organisation, the coun- also relatively uncompetitive. Violent crime, such as armed robtry needs to aggressively pursue new and emerging markets in bery and murder, is common. Local police lack the resources to
order to leverage its true potential. The CTO recognised that respond effectively to serious criminal incidents.
Hopefully, taking a more strategic approach to developing
Guyana is one of the region’s most diverse destinations, and is
in a great position to promote sustainable development tourism the industry will bear greater fruits. Such efforts must be consistent and sustainable. The success of efforts must also be meato the world.
Historically, almost 50 percent of all tourist arrivals originate sured, and at some point, it would be appropriate to see tourism
from the US, followed by about 25 percent from the Caribbean, as a line item on the national GDP statistics.
15 percent from Canada, and the remainder from Europe and
the rest of the world. More recently, Guyana has attracted an Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB is a Member of the
increasing number of visitors from Suriname and Brazil, indi- Canadian Association of Journalists, and an accomplished financial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways, Real
cating a shift in the origin of visitors to the country.
For tourism to prosper, it is essential for the country to adopt World Strategies to Help You Reimagine Your Practice, is
a multi-pronged strategy. As a whole, it must demonstrate its available on Amazon and on winningways101.com. He can be
belief in the country’s tourism potential by making appropriate reached at dlakhan@rogers.com.

Guyana govt tells UN food forum agro-processing a national priority
According to world reports, while hunger affects close to 700
Georgetown – Acknowledging development of the agro-processing industry as a national priority, the Guyana government million people annually across the globe, an estimated 1.3 bilhas earmarked in excess of (G) $800 million for the establish- lion tonnes of food are dumped each year. It means that global
ment of six facilities across the country.
wastage and loss of food account for approximately 30 percent
Last week Agriculture Minister Zulfikar Mustapha told a of all food production.
Another recent threat to the sustainabilvirtual United Nations Food Systems forum
that these facilities are to be established
ity of the world’s food has emerged with the
Covid-19 onslaught, Mustapha said.
in farming communities throughout the
country.
“Covid-19 has exposed the vulnerability
of the food production and distribution sysThe communities include Aranaputa and
tems, especially to the most vulnerable, and
St Ignatius in Region Nine; Black Bush
to rural populations,” he said.
Polder in Region Six; and Leguan in Region
He further pointed to the importance of
Three. Mustapha said Region Two and
Region 10 are also to benefit from similar
pursuing value-added initiatives that would
lessen the loss and wastage of agricultural
setups.
produce, including fruits and vegetables.
The government’s focus on the agroMoreover, the agro-processing facilities
processing industry is for a decrease in food
loss and wastage, he told the UN forum.
are expected to be a component of the
Additionally, he noted the Guyana govadministration’s plan to establish industrial
estates-parks in various parts of the country,
ernment’s investment in agro-processing
Zulfikar Mustapha
remains aligned with the global agenda to
starting with Region Two and Region 10.
ensure sustainability of the world’s food system, especially in
wake of growing threats such as climate change and other factors, which have resulted in continued food loss and wastage.
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Currently, the Ministry of Tourism, Industry and Commerce
is examining the possibility of establishing these parks in
Kara Kara, Linden, Region 10, and Onderneeming, Essequibo,

Region Two.
Mustapha also briefed the UN team on Guyana’s plans to
modernise the agricultural industry, as is noted in the Food
Production and Food Security Agenda that was put forward by
President Dr Irfaan Ali during the 32nd Heads of Government
Meeting of the Caribbean Community.
“This Caricom Agri-Food System Strategy seeks to address
a number of key areas which will drive the transformation of
the agri-food system in Guyana and the region,” Mustapha said.
He added, “These areas include, but are not limited to the
complete removal of all technical barriers to trade; the implementation of an E-Agriculture Strategy; investments in production, research and development; measures to promote de-risking
of the sector; and the improvement of transport and logistics.”
He said that even with Guyana’s emerging oil industry, its
agriculture sector still remains an indispensable contributor to
the local economy.
“In 2020, the country saw the agriculture sector contribute
approximately 27.1 percent to the country’s non-oil GDP with
rice, fisheries, sugar, and other crops, being the most important
export commodities. The sector remains an important contributor to the country’s rural development, employing more
than 12.1 percent of [Guyana’s] population in 2020,” Mustapha
revealed.
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Assemble, learn from historical diagnoses of Guyana
By Bert Ramcharan
eoples’ perceptions count in politics. The news columns
and letters in the Guyanese media bring out varying
perceptions. Might one turn some of these perceptions
to positive use for the future of the country? Yes, we can: by
assembling a volume of historical diagnoses of Guyana and
drawing recommendations from them.
Some years ago, civil society in Guyana
brought in this author as part of an international team to discuss with the various
political, cultural, and other formations their
perceptions of the way forward for the future
of a multi-ethnic country. Four things stood
out: Afro-Guyanese would not accept what
they saw as Indo-Guyanese rule because of
their electoral strength; Indo-Guyanese had
strong resentments over what they saw as the
28 years of PNC arbitrary and discriminatory
rule; Indigenous representatives felt that they
were marginalised; and people of mixed race
were full of hope, but not politically organised.
Cheddi
The way forward requires intellectual and
policy leadership. The first four Presidents of Guyana had such
intellectual depth. We knew Forbes Burnham well as a barrister,
and he did have ideas, even if he might have gone off the rails.
We also knew Desmond Hoyte, and visited him in his home
in North Road. He was fond of reading French literature. He
certainly had ideas. Dr Cheddi Jagan and Mrs Janet Jagan, both
of whom we knew well, were deep thinkers who pioneered the
political path in Guyana.
Dr Jagan, with whom we spent much time in discussions
when he visited the United Nations, had a historical diagnosis
of the roots of the racial phenomenon in Guyana. In his book,
The West on Trial, he analysed that the early division of labour
occupationally and geographically according to race tended to
prevent integration, and to arouse racial hostility.
He wrote: “Undercutting of wages of the emancipated
Africans by cheap Indian immigrant workers was the source
of early conflict. So was the division of plantation labour into
‘field’ and ‘factory’. The Indians, the ‘field slaves’, were the least
favoured and lowest paid; the Africans, the ‘house slaves’, who
provided the factory labour and the domestic retinue were more
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favoured and better paid. The ‘mixed’ races were the best treated
and the best paid, and constituted the bulk of the emerging
middle class.”
The political struggles in Guyana since 1953, until now,
and foreign manipulations during the Cold War, prevented
Guyanese leaders from benefitting from historical diagnoses
of the Guyanese problematique that might have helped
the country to move forward
in a spirit of trust and confidence-building. Even now,
when the electoral pendulum
swings occasionally, political leadership has remained
largely mired in small-mindedness. Burnham used to say,
“In Guyana, the small man is
the real man.” This adage fits
admirably the political leadership the country has seen
for some time.
Jagan
Forbes
Historical diagnosis is crucial for taking Guyana forward. This is a country in which
African slaves and Indentured Indians, Chinese, and Portuguese
were thrown together haphazardly in a land originally belonging to its Indigenous peoples. Over time, people of mixed
race became part of this mix. One should not under-estimate
the challenges of nation-building in such an ethnic mix. This
requires thoughtful historical analysis.
For three and a half years we were part of the team of mediators during the fierce wars in the former Yugoslavia. That was
a situation in which Ottoman occupation over 500 years had
added to the population of Serbs, Croats, Albanians and others,
a group of converts, Muslims now known as Bosniacs.
After the death of [Josip Broz] Tito the Yugoslav glue suddenly melted, and they had no time to come to terms with their
diversity. They had no time for historical analysis of their predicament. They fought bitterly as a result.
In the midst of the civil war in the Ivory Coast, we led a
UN mission to look at the situation firsthand. Colonialism had
thrown different ethnicities together. Tribes in the North felt
disrespected by tribes of the South around the capital, Abidjan.

To this day, the country has not yet arrived at an ethnic understanding. Cyprus, Myanmar, and other countries demonstrate
the pressing need for historical diagnoses of their situations, and
for the negotiation of ways forward.
Guyana urgently needs historical study and analysis of its
ethnic predicament. Blithe pronouncements by pseudo-leaders,
of whatever ethnic complexion, will not help
the country deal with its central problem,
described by one Guyanese as “two nations
living under one roof ”. He should have said
“four nations”.
The Guyanese Diaspora, especially historians, might be able to help provide historical
diagnoses of Guyana’s ethnic predicament.
Two Afro- and Indo-Guyanese historians
might together edit a collection of essays
under the rubric, Historical Diagnoses of
Guyana’s Predicament. Chapters could be
written by detached Guyanese historians on
Afro-Guyanese perspectives; Indo-Guyanese
perspectives; Indigenous-Guyanese perspecBurnham
tives; Chinese and Portuguese perspectives;
and the perspectives of people of mixed ethnicity. We emphasise: written by detached historians.
Perhaps friends of Guyana might help fund such a project. If
it is well done, it could provide invaluable insights, and lead to
recommendations on ways forward for nation-building in the
Dear Land. Let us say up front that we are content to put forward this idea, but do not envisage being involved in its implementation. We were admitted to practice at the Bar of Guyana
in 1969 and then left to join the UN, where we served for four
decades. We were honoured to serve as the Chancellor of the
University of Guyana. We declined offers to become Guyana’s
Ambassador to the UN in 1977; to join Dr Jagan’s team in 1992;
and to become Attorney-General in the mid 1990s.
We have served the world, but our heart remains in Guyana.
We must study the history of our nation if we are to help
it. The achievement of One People, One Nation, One Destiny,
requires conscious effort. Historical Diagnoses of Guyana’s
Predicament can help in this effort.
Bert Ramcharan was the Seventh
Chancellor of the University of Guyana.
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Señor Jaime Sarusky researched the Indian presence in Cuba
By Martin Latchana
least 600,000 immigrants arrived in Cuba, not only from
merging from a tour bus in Havana, Cuba in early
Spain (primarily), and the rest of Europe, but also 65,000
January 2015, I was greeted by a very dishevelled (a
from Jamaica and 150,000 from Haiti to work on the sugarvery, very rare sight in Cuba) old Afro-Cuban man
producing areas and sugar mills of the Guantanamo Valley,
who announced to me in perfect English that his grandparents in the eastern part of the island. He had estimated that 2,000
were from Jamaica. I had not uttered a word, and was quite
Indians arrived from Jamaica, but gave sparing reference to
astonished, yet pleased, as I knew of that migration. Within
those migrating directly from India. Thirty-seven thousand
minutes there was a downpour of rain, everyone scattered for
Indentured Indians had arrived in Jamaica (1845-1917)
shelter, and the brief comment flowed away into history.
commencing with the sailing ship Maidstone.
Visiting Cuba numerous times commencing in 1999, I have
Following Independence from Spain, Caribbean workers
developed a good feel for the culture and demographics of
in Cuba were employed by the American Guantanamo
that fascinating island. My
Sugar Company, and received better
interest had piqued after the
wages than in their home countries.
Conference commemorating
Seemingly, some Indo-Jamaicans
the 150th Anniversary of
went back to Jamaica and returned
the Indian Presence in the
with their families. Changes occurred
Caribbean (July 1988), which
with economic betterment, and
was organised by the Ontario
Sarusky never glossed over “economic
Society for the Studies in
exploitation”. He cited the case of
Indo-Caribbean Culture at
Samuel Samkerr, who immigrated
York University. During the
to Cuba in 1903, and became
planning stage starting in
economically successful working at
May 1986, fellow member of
the Ermita Sugar Mill; he had arrived
the organising committee, Dr Photo (l-r) shows Tamara,
without a contract, but others did.
Frank Birbalsingh, co-chair,
Bearing in mind that Sarusky’s
Angelina, & Rita, daughters
became aware of the Cuban
paper
was presented in 1988, one
of Amar Singh, a Cuban
writer Jaime Sarusky, through immigrant, provided by
wonders how many traditions persist.
either Guyanese-born
For example, he had mentioned
Jaime Sarusky at right
Professor Fred Case (since
that Indians ate the same foods as
deceased) of the University of Toronto, or a member of the
Cubans, but on special occasions prepared roti; also, he named
languages department at York. Sarusky had researched the
numerous spices, yet he never mentioned the word “curry”.
Indian presence in Cuba; it was a shocker, an unknown story,
Moreover, he noted that a bean named siemi (likely seime) was
and remains under-researched to this day.
popular. Sarusky described religious ceremonies and rituals
Sarusky’s father had migrated from Poland in 1924, while
in detail, including male dancers, and mentioned that houses
his mother did so in 1926 from Belarus. Both were Jewish.
were like those of Cubans, but brightly coloured. Interestingly,
Born in Havana in 1931, he did not venture into his father’s
unmarried men lived in “East Indian Barracks”.
successful mercantile business, and in time became an
Noteworthy was the changing of names, and he had cited
acclaimed journalist and writer.
some examples: Latchmani Marach became Juan DaCosta,
With the aid of diplomatic channels, Señor Sarusky was able while Pitanbal Pjul changed his name to Flores. At first
to present a paper in person at the Conference, aided by an
intercultural relations were frowned upon, but unions with
interpreter.
other Cubans occurred; and importantly, speaking Spanish
Sarusky had mentioned that between 1920 and 1931, at
became the norm.
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During the years when I visited Cuba, I had always planned
to locate and visit Jaime Sarusky, going though official
channels. Unfortunately, he passed away in 2013, and was
buried in the Jewish Cemetery in Guanabacoa Municipality,
Havana.
In undertaking research for this article, I unearthed an
extensive interview where Sarusky had detailed, “[Today] is
July 16, 2005, so at some time over the few months or next
year I will put out another book for which I still don’t have
a title; it’s about immigration, for example the two Finnish
colonies in Cuba, the Canadians, Haitians, Japanese, and a
piece on the Jewish Community in Cuba. In 1986, I published
five works about texts about immigration to Cuba; about
North Americans, Swedes, Hindus, Japanese and people from
the Yucatán.”
“Indian” is widely translated as “Hindu.” Surprisingly, in
this quote, there is no indication that he undertook research
on the Chinese presence in Cuba; the island had received
the largest number of Chinese Indentured labourers in the
Caribbean region. Incidentally, some years ago, I read that the
ships carrying Chinese Indentureds to Cuba were described
as “floating barracks”, due to harsh conditions and attempted
rebellions.
Furthermore, I gathered that the Elmira Sugar Mill, which
had been later named “Costa Rica”, was dismantled about two
decades ago as part of the restructuring of the sugar industry
in Cuba. Equally intriguing was the uncovering of a piece
that the British Broadcasting Corporation did in 2012 on the
municipality of Baragua in Ciego de Avila province, where
“British West Indians”, primarily from Jamaica, but also from
Barbados had settled; interestingly, cricket was still played,
and the Maypole Dance was also common. And so was the
speaking of English. By the way, Cuba’s second largest city,
Santiago de Cuba, in the east, heavily populated by AfroCubans has its colourful and quite famous yearly Carnival
(Carnaval).
A visitor to Cuba will notice many people who “look
Indian”, but who are not, due to racial intermixing over
the years. Overall, Cuba remains an overwhelmingly white
country, yet is certainly diverse. No mention was made of
Indians by the BBC, and a host of other articles I examined for
this piece, requiring deeper research.
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Justice Sheila Ray: A confluence of the clear & prescient
embraced India, its language, and its culture.
By Romeo Kaseram
he Honourable Justice Sheila Ray’s roots are nodal, fixed
From Asia, Justice Ray’s narrative then travels to Africa, the
deeply, and interconnected across three continents:
second continent in her confluence of geographies, and in the
Asia, Africa, and here in North America. Today,
formation of her judicial voice that is today speaking to, and
Canada benefits from the sum total of these three continental
inspiring, our community and its youth.
confluences, her eclectic worldview now focused as a voice
The setting is Nigeria in the latter half of the 1950s and
described by one of her peers as being clear and prescient.
1960s. Her father was a professional surgeon trained in
It is with her lawyerly, and since 1992 via an Ontario
England, and working for the British government. Justice Ray
judgeship, her judicial roles, that Justice Ray speaks with her
was born in Nigeria; she recalls, “I had an idyllic childhood in
clear, prescient, and bilingual voice; she is
a wonderful place for children to grow up”.
a role model for our South Asian, IndoBut then it all shifted with the Civil War in
Caribbean, and Caribbean communities;
1967, noting, “I am reminded how life can
and she is recognised as a pioneer for her
change dramatically”.
work in seeking restorative justice for
Justice Ray recalls an enveloping tension
Indigenous peoples. Justice Ray is also
and fear in the community. No one smiled
noted for the depth of her empathy when
anymore; everyone was tense.
speaking with the underprivileged needing
“I wanted to understand what had
assistance for drug abuse and mental
happened,” she recalls. “My parents saw
health.
how perplexed I was, and consoled me by
She is acknowledged as the first South
getting me to read and learn,” she adds.
Asian Canadian woman appointed to the
“My early life experience sensitised me
bench in Ontario by the Law Society of
to the huge impact that regime change
Upper Canada, and by the South Asian
through violence has on the quality of
Lawyers Association of Ontario. Her
everyday life,” she sums up.
pioneering role is acknowledged in a
Today, after passage of the years, she
compilation of first, and other notable
distils it into a vintage summation: “[The]
accomplishments, by South Asian
experience contributed to my desire to
Canadians working in the law profession.
learn about democracy and law, and how
This compilation was prepared for South
they should work – how governments
Asian Heritage Month in May 2002,
could change without violence, and how
its proclamation issued by the Ontario
disputes could be settled peacefully in a
Legislature pursuant to the South Asian
well-functioning court system.”
Heritage Act in 2001.
The takeaway in Justice Ray noting
Today, Justice Ray is recognised among
how
a government could change without
Justice Sheila Ray
her peers for also making a difference
violence, and how disputes could be settled
through clear words and prescient actions that impact the
peacefully, was later noted in Joseph Howe’s legacy.
future of the lives appearing before her Court, influencing them
And so arrives the third leg of the tripartite of Justice Ray’s
positively and constructively through her example. As one of
continental confluences, the family arriving in North America
her peers notes, her guiding light shines on recipients with an
in 1967. And since Howe has already figured in the narrative, it
individualistic focus; crimes and addictions present teaching
means her family landed in Nova Scotia.
moments, with the marginalised centred as she imparts
Justice Ray grew up in lush Annapolis Valley, celebrated for
constructive and restorative life’s lessons.
its fields, orchards, and vineyards; and of course, Howe.
As a top achiever in the challenging field of law, today she
“I liked debating in school. We studied… Howe. I wanted to
is seeking to inspire young Canadians, Indo-Canadians, and
be like him,” she said of his leadership, and his legacy of nonin our community, talented Indo-Caribbean and Caribbean
violent change in Nova Scotia in the latter half of the 1800s as a
youth, who are setting out on law careers. She is seeking to
journalist, politician, premier, and a lieutenant-governor.
inspire them “to become lawyers for the right reasons”; to
“Nova Scotia was an opportunity for me to live in a
become interested in law reform, community engagement, and democratic place, where peaceful regime change could be
advocacy; and to acquire voices that are similarly clear and
achieved through elections, and there could be peaceful
prescient in speaking for our community.
resolution of disputes in the courts. The history we studied in
But first, the Asian node in Justice Ray’s continental
school about …Howe was an inspiration to me, and influenced
confluences, which is rooted in India. Her father traces his
my confidence in how change could be achieved by democratic
origins back to the Indus Valley. On her mother’s side, her
means,” she says.
maternal ancestors were among the many minorities that
Her early school years also saw her thriving in public
migrated to India for a better life, after predicting regime
speaking, Justice Ray stating, “I liked debates. [Consequently],
changes in the countries they left behind, she says. They
I was encouraged to become a lawyer.” But the road to law
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in university was filled with obstacles impeding ambitious,
intelligent young women seeking to enter a field then deeply
rooted with networks and colluding men.
“My guidance counsellor told me women do not become
lawyers; instead, I was advised to become a medical doctor.
But I had strong family support. Back in those days, it was
uncommon for women to become lawyers,” she recalls.
Women were not welcome in law school back then, she
says, noting that “has changed today”: she has her Master of
Laws’ degree, and is doing a PhD. But back then, “The few
women with me in law school banded together; we supported
one another. I wanted to work in the courts, but then women
were mostly property lawyers, or advisors. It was a struggle
to become a trial lawyer,” she says. It took some time for her
to land a litigation job, she recalls. However, other pathways
opened up, “the most gratifying of which was the opportunity
to participate in law reform initiatives”.
Additionally, “Working in law reform gives one an
opportunity to do more than simply resolve a fact-specific
dispute. One has the opportunity of looking at an area of
law holistically, and recommending comprehensive reforms.
I never ever thought of becoming a law reformer before the
opportunity came along; and looking back, it is the most
interesting and engaging work I have ever done, not to
diminish how much I also enjoyed litigation, and how much I
appreciate the opportunity of making a difference as a Judge.”
She has presided in the Ontario Court of Justice since April
1992. Taking up the role was “quite a learning curve”, she
recalls, adding, “I had to understand Toronto’s communities –
the Indian, Black, and Indigenous, who were all new to me, and
different from where I came from, having moved to Toronto
from Ottawa, and having lived elsewhere before. It was a
gratifying experience.”
Today, Justice Ray is reaching out to the community, seeking
to inspire young Indo-Canadians, Indo-Caribbeans, and our
Caribbean youths who are interested in law, saying to them that
they should pursue the career with a higher purpose in mind.
She says, “Historically, law has been a traditional profession
that risk-averse conservative people entered in order to achieve
financial security, and respect in the community. Law no longer
provides the type of financial security and guarantee of work
that it used to, although if one has a passion for it, one can
still make a living. There are more lucrative ways of making a
living, particularly for risk-averse people. Risk-averse people do
not make good trial lawyers. They are not innovative; nor are
they much interested in community advocacy, or law reform.”
Justice Ray wants our youth to be inspired to become not
only lawyers: they should be fluent, confluent, and leaders.
“Our Indo-Canadian and Indo-Caribbean communities
need strong advocacy from within the community – lawyers
who do not think only in terms of getting a case-specific job
done, while ignoring the impact of their work on the collective
good,” she says.
Then, in a clear, prescient voice, “The practice of law needs
to be viewed from a broader lens of leadership, influencing the
general decision-making in society, and the greater good.”

Beating Covid-19’s false narratives means ‘thinking beyond the superficial’

T

his month is Canada’s 20th annual Asian Heritage
Month – an occasion to celebrate the culture and
contributions of the Asian-Canadian community, and
also to reflect. As Judge Maryka Omatsu reminds us, this year
there is a special need to “think beyond the superficial”, and
address the racism the community faces due to false narratives
about Covid-19.
Omatsu is a recipient of the Order of Ontario who has
broken barriers throughout her life. In 1993, at the Ontario
Court of Justice, she became the first woman with East
Asian heritage to be appointed as a judge in Canada. Prior
to this, she was an integral part of the team that negotiated a
redress settlement for Japanese Canadians from the federal
government.
Omatsu was born in 1948 in Hamilton, Ontario, to
parents who had been expelled earlier that year from British
Columbia. In 1942, along with all Japanese Canadians in British
Columbia, the family had been declared “enemy aliens” under
the War Measures Act. Their home and her father’s restaurant
in Vancouver were confiscated, and the Omatsus were
incarcerated in a camp with other Japanese Canadians in the
British Columbia interior.
Although the family had heard there would be “less racism”
in Ontario, Omatsu was subject to patronising comments and
racial slurs, and she was often chased home from school by a
boy throwing rocks.
“I was raised to support the underdog,” she says. After
graduating from Osgoode law school in 1975, she worked for
her mentor, Black anti-racism advocate Charles Roach, and also
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The Lieutenant Governor Elizabeth Dowdeswell
& Maryka Omatsu (right) at the Order of Ontario
Investiture Ceremony, February 2015.
on behalf of Indigenous peoples.
In 1980, the Japanese-Canadian community began its eightyear campaign for redress, which culminated in Canada’s finally
repealing the War Measures Act, and financially compensating
survivors. The 1988 settlement “opened the door”, Omatsu says,
for future redress settlements for survivors of the Chinese Head
Tax, thalidomide, and residential schools.
Omatsu’s colourful and poignant book Bittersweet Passage,
about the negotiations and the history leading up to them, and
her family’s story, won a Prime Minister’s Award for Publishing
in 1993.

In 2018, Omatsu wrote and directed the short film
Swimming Upstream, which chronicles the historic injustice
Japanese Canadians suffered in BC; she is currently an advisor
to the team negotiating a separate redress settlement with the
province.
Omatsu’s work includes helping to guide those who
experience or witness acts of hatred or bias through the
‘Responding to Hate’ toolkit – hosted online by Ryerson
University at www.ryerson.ca/responding-to-hate.
While she does find there has been positive change in her
lifetime regarding race relations, she points to the systemic
institutional racism that remains, and to the “unfortunate
bubble” of pandemic-era anti-Asian racism in Canada,
particularly directed at those of East Asian heritage.
“I think basically Canadians are fair. I do always remain
optimistic,” she said.
May all Ontarians be inspired by Omatsu’s striking example
of speaking truth to power, fighting for inclusion, and building
solidarity. This Asian Heritage Month, let us recommit
ourselves to rooting out racism and working towards a more
just, equal, and sustainable society. (Ontario Press Service).
— The Honourable Elizabeth Dowdeswell, Lieutenant Governor
of Ontario. One of a Lieutenant Governor’s great privileges is
to celebrate Ontarians from all backgrounds and corners of the
province. Ontario’s honours and awards formally and publicly
acknowledge the excellence, achievements, and contributions of
role models from all walks of life. In doing so, they strengthen the
fabric of communities and shape the aspirations of Ontarians:
https://www.ontario.ca/page/honours-and-awards.
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Sharda’s reign short-lived, but her golden voice is eternal

PROFILE
By Dhanpaul Narine
harda is the lady with the golden voice.
It is a rich velvet with frissons to stretch
a summer’s evening into timeless
rapture. The fame was wonderful while it
lasted. But the bright lights faded, the stage
became empty, and we are left to ponder on
what could have been.
Sharda made history 1966. She failed to
win the Filmfare Award, yet she became
famous. The Filmfare Award was one of
India’s premier achievements. It was a keenly
anticipated annual event. But Sharda lost and
was catapulted into stardom. How did losing
an award become an excelsior in one’s career?
Sharda explains it best; she says, “In those
days there was only one award given to the
best playback singer in the Hindi movies.
When the votes were counted, my song tied
for first place with that of Mohamed Rafi. The
judges decided that there would be no award
that year; they agreed that from then there
would be two separate prizes, one for a male,
and the other for a female singer.”
Sharda would go on to win Filmfare
Awards in the future, and to rock the music
industry. But her reign was short-lived, as
forces beyond her control would plot to take
away her crown.
Who is Sharda and why did her popularity
soar to dizzying heights, and then plummet
unceremoniously to the distant beyond?
Sharda Rajan Iyengar was born in Tamil
Nadu, in India. Her dad Desikant was a
government employee, while her mom Padma
was a homemaker. Sharda is the eldest of
seven children. She attended school in Tamil
Nadu, and found that she liked singing at
an early age. Her mother gave her singing
lessons, and soon Sharda was versed in
Carnatic music. She went on to earn a degree
in music.
Sharda moved to Chennai, where members
of her family were singing Hindi songs. She
says, “I loved Hindi songs. They were so
beautiful. I wanted to sing them, so I started
singing Aja Aja, and it was enjoyable.”
Sharda’s parents went to Tehran on
government duty in the 1960s, and while there
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she continued to sing.
was also popular. When the votes were
One day, she heard that Raj Kapoor would
counted for the Filmfare Award it was found
be visiting Tehran. He was going to release
that there was a tie between Sharda and Rafi.
his movie Jis Desh Men Ganga Behti Hai.
It was then that the rules were changed to give
After the release, there was a function for Raj
two awards, one each for a male and female
Kapoor at the
category. After this success, Sharda
residence of
was in great demand. She sang
Shrichand
with some of the biggest names in
Ahuja. Sharda
Bollywood.
was invited,
They included Mukesh,
and they
Kishore Kumar, Mohamed Rafi,
called on her
Yesudas, Suman Kalyanpur,
to sing.
and others. Sharda’s playback
“I sang
singing was for heroines such as
some songs
Vyjayanthimala, Saira Banu, Hema
from Barsaat
Malini, Sharmila Tagore, Rajshree,
and Raj
and Mumtaz, among others. In
Kapoor liked
addition to Titli Udi, some of
my voice.
Sharda’s other hits were Jaan e
He invited
Chaman, Leja
me to go to
Leja mera dil,
Bombay. I was
Chale jana zara,
told to meet
Tum pyar se
with music
deko, Woh Pari
directors
kahan se, Kisike
Shankar and
dil ko, Jab bhi
Jaikishan,” she
yeh dil udass,
says.
Aap ki Rai Mere
Raj Kapoor worked
Baare Mein,
exclusively with Shankar and
Jane Anjane
Jaikishan. They were among
Yahan, and
the top music directors in
Jaane bhi De
India at the time. She found
Sanam Mujhe,
Shankar and Jaikishan to
abhi jaane, to
be masters at their craft. In
name a few.
those days, the voice tests
Sharda
were given by singing into a
says that the
microphone. Sharda’s voice test
playback singers
At peace with herself, Sharda was
was impressive. Shankar and
were “all nice
#1 with ‘Titli Udi’ from Suraj, &
Jaikishan gave her lessons and
people”. She
has fond memories of ‘Around the
training in music.
adds, “They
world with eight dollars’!
The training lasted
were dedicated
about two years, and after she had met the
singers. I got along well with all of them.
requirements, Sharda was accepted to sing
Mohamed Rafi, Mukesh, and the others were
in the movies. Then a number of “firsts”
great. Kishore was fun-loving, and made one
happened. Sharda sang Titli Udi in the film
feel at home. He puts petals in his songs.”
Suraj. It was her first song in a movie. The
Apart from the movies, the stage
song soared up the charts, and was the most
shows were also amazing. Sharda’s stage
popular rendition in 1966.
performances with these stars won excellent
Mohamed Rafi’s song Baharo Phool Barsao
reviews in the media.

What went wrong then for Sharda? Why
was she, at the height of her popularity,
relegated to a corner of the musical
establishment and rarely given the chance
to sing? There are two reasons why Sharda
was ignored, and they reflect the prevailing
attitudes of a cut-throat industry.
The first relates to the relationship between
Shankar and Jaikishan. It was known at the
time that Shankar favoured Sharda, while
Jaikashan went towards Lata Mangeshkar.
Many of Sharda’s hits were composed by
Shankar, and she went on to win two Filmfare
Awards: that was unheard of by a newcomer.
Moreover, Sharda won her awards in the
1960s when Lata, her sister Asha Bhosle, and
Rafi, Mukesh, Kishore, and Manna Dey were
at their peak. Sharda’s success ruffled many
feathers, particularly that of Lata Mangeshkar.
It will be recalled that at one time Lata
refused to sing with Rafi over the payment of
royalties. That was the period when Rafi sang
with Suman Kalyanpur; they recorded over
100 duets together.
The second reason is that Bollywood
politics became testy and factional. Music
directors and composers were told to choose
their playback singers. They chose Lata and
her group, and Sharda was left in the cold.
Three of her songs in the movie Mere Naam
Joker were left out by the producers, and some
of her songs were also left out in other movies.
According to Sharda, “Lata thought that I
was trying to compete with her. There is room
in the film industry for everybody. I have no
ill-feelings against anyone. I have met Lata
many times, and we have always been pleasant
toward each other.”
Sharda is impressed with Dilip Kumar, Dev
Anand, Sunil Dutt, and Sharmila Tagore.
She is busy these days with her family. Her
son lives in India, while her daughter is in
Australia. Music continues to pull Sharda.
This once songbird of Bollywood is at
peace with herself, and she puts her faith in
God. She continues to share her talents with
the younger singers, and is busy with several
projects. We salute Sharda as a musical icon,
who is loved and respected by many, and wish
her all the best in the future.

Experts advise to take the Covid-19 vaccine as soon as possible

these two vaccines. However, given the current
From Page 1
grave circumstances across the globe, experts
summer, when the rate of infections in the US
advise continuing to use these two vaccines.
was much lower.
The US, for example, has resumed its
On the other hand, the wave of infecJohnson & Johnson vaccine rollout following
tion was nearly at its peak in the US when
a temporary suspension of 11 days over blood
Johnson & Johnson was conducting their
clot concerns.
trial. Furthermore, a large part of Johnson &
Moreover, unlike the Oxford-AstraZeneca
Johnson’s trial was conducted in Brazil and
and Johnson & Johnson vaccines, the PfizerSouth Africa, where not only was the infection
BioNtech and Moderna vaccines are expensive,
rate high, but also the variants of the coronaviand require ultra-low temperatures for preserrus were different than the one in the US.
vation, making the global distribution of the
Therefore, the participants in Johnson &
later two candidates a daunting task. In addiJohnson’s trial were more likely to have been
tion, whereas other vaccines require two doses,
exposed to, and hence at a relatively higher risk
a single dose of Johnson & Johnson will do
of developing Covid-19 than is thought to have
the work – that can potentially allow for rapid
affected the results of their clinical trials.
immunisation in densely populated countries.
Therefore, experts now caution against the
Therefore, considering the socio-economic
tendency of making direct comparisons among
the vaccines. To make an accurate head-to- cine, the body can now produce the antibodies hospitalisation. This observation implies that context and current situation of many counhead comparison, all vaccines must be tested needed to fight SARS-CoV-2. This allows the all vaccines are almost 100 percent effective tries, Oxford-AstraZeneca and Johnson &
following the same process, within the same body to fight the virus more effectively once in preventing Covid-19-related hospitalisation Johnson vaccines have great potential in alleit contracts Covidand death – and there
viating the Covid-19 pandemic.
time period, and in the same
19, and thus avoiding
lies the true success
Therefore, experts are advising
geographic location – that is not
serious consequences
of the vaccines. (See
to get over the dilemma, and take
only extremely difficult, but also
such as hospitalisatable for a comparithe available vaccine as soon as
unnecessary, considering the curtion or death.
son among the major
possible.
rent situation.
Clinical trials have
vaccines.)
In addition, since a fully vacciOne must realise that the purshown that all vacThe
Oxfordnated individual can still contract,
pose of the Covid-19 vaccine is to
cines are very effecAstraZeneca
and
and act as a carrier of the SARSprepare the body to fight against
tive in reducing the
Johnson & Johnson
CoV-2 virus, we must continue
SARS-CoV-2. So, if a vaccine is 65
severity of Covid-19.
vaccines have indeed
following good practices – such
percent efficacious, then getting
It was observed that
caused blood clotting
as maintaining social distance,
that vaccine would reduce the risk
Sumit Majumder
Jamal M. Deen
Tapas Mondal
every person who
in some rare cases
wearing face masks, and washing
of contracting Covid-19 by about
contracted COVID-19, even after receiving the (only a few per million doses), so some coun- hands. And in this way, with our combined
two-thirds.
More importantly, upon receiving the vac- vaccine in clinical trials, has recovered without tries have temporarily suspended the use of efforts, we will surely end this pandemic.
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Anti-intellectualism, Common Core, & dumbing down of the US
By Dhanpaul Narine
he revolution is in our living rooms,
and it is digitised! We are surfers
and “face-bookers” who sit for hours
becoming dumb on smart gadgets. We live
in a culture of low expectations. We laugh
at ourselves when we fail to grasp the most
basic of concepts, and what is worse is that
we shrug it off, and simply refuse to revisit
the problem and correct our mistakes. Who is
using education for a voyage of self-discovery,
or to seize the technological moment?
Former US President Donald Trump
accuses the media of fake news. But he
produces a fake claim by saying that his
administration received the most votes in the
2020 election. Trump has told the world for
years that former President Barack Obama’s
birth certificate was a fake. He was forced to
recant it publicly.
When Congressman Darrell Issa mixed up
Guinea with Guyana in referring to the Ebola
outbreak, many questioned his knowledge
of geography. His Washington office was
told that Guyana is not Guinea; they simply
said that he meant Papua New Guinea. They
had no idea where Papua New Guinea was,
and it did not matter. As many of us know,
neither Guyana, nor Papua New Guinea, are
connected to Ebola.
The dumbing down of America has its
roots in years of neglect and misplaced
priorities. Many of our young people have
become addicts to social media, and spend
hours in front of a screen without direction.
The money and intelligence that go with the
technological explosion are not in our hands.
We are slaves to the technology.
Richard Hofstadter, a History Professor
at Columbia University, was among those
who provided the theoretical basis for antiintellectualism. He argued in 1963 that there
was a cult of ignorance in America.
According to Hofstadter, “[The] strain
of anti-intellectualism has been a constant
thread winding its way through our political
and cultural life, nurtured by the false notion
that democracy means that my ignorance is as
good as your knowledge.”
This was said before the invention of the
Internet! Isaac Asimov says, that for the most
part, intellectuals have been relegated to a
corner where they have become an object of
derision.
Allan Bloom says that universities are
offering everything else but education, while
E.D. Hirsch argues in favour of cultural
literacy in public schools, and proposes a list
to replace fragmented curriculums.
Education has been sacrificed at the altar
of job training, and the result has not been
promising. What has led to the state of
dumbness in America?
The former Senator from New York,
Daniel Moynihan, explained that dumbness in
America is not an overnight phenomenon. It
was going on for years, and the social media
embraced it with the tentacles of a matrix.
Moynihan argued that video knocking print
off the shelves, and formal learning replaced
by web surfing became the recipe for a substandard education.
In 1982, to the dismay of many Americans,
it was stated in official circles that learning
in America had failed to meet international
standards. It became a wake-up call for the
nation. The National Endowment for the Arts
reported that in 1982 the number of adults
that read books for pleasure was 82 percent.
But 20 years later, this figure had dropped to
67 percent, and the proportion of 17-year-olds
that read nothing, unless required by school,
doubled between 1984 and 2004.
In 2009, the Oklahoma Council of Public
Affairs commissioned a civic education poll
among public school students, and found
that 77 percent of them did not know that
George Washington was the first President
of the US; nor could they name the author

T

School districts are loosening standards to allow students to graduate
of the Declaration of Independence. When
principals as the lead players. Education
the citizenship test was administered to these
should grow and develop through its own
students, they did not fare any better, as only
questions and research.
2.8 percent was able to pass it.
Another consideration is policy. The
There were other disturbing revelations.
classroom as a regimented arena has
The National Assessment of Educational
infiltrated and shaped policy, notably the
Progress found that 68 percent of students
Common Core Curriculum. This curriculum
in public schools in the US did not read with
was seen as the panacea that would fight
proficiency by the time they had reached the
anti-intellectualism and get students back on
third grade.
track. Progressivism would lead the schools
The US News and World Report states
to be centres of leadership and obedience,
that less than 50 percent of students mastered
with students being given the tools for the
college level reading upon graduation from
workforce.
High School. Dumbness has also found itself
But Common Core has been criticised
in the echelons of government.
as being too regimented, teaching for
A recent survey found that 74 percent of
assessments, and for failing to produce wellRepublicans in the US Senate, and 53 percent
rounded students. Diane Ravitch, a historian
in the House of Representatives do not accept
on education, says that at first, she was
that climate change exists, or that it has the
neutral on Common Core. But this changed
capacity to affect the planet. These views
when she saw that Common Core did not
have come at a time when the US National
fundamentally improve scores.
Academy of Sciences, and other international
Ravitch concludes: “I have come to the
agencies, state that the opposite is the case.
conclusion that the Common Core standards
Trump has called climate change a hoax.
effort is fundamentally flawed by the process
In 1983, anti-intellectualism came to the
fore in America when a publication sent
shockwaves in the country. The document
was called ‘A Nation at Risk’. It was published
during the administration of former President
Ronald Reagan, and it pointed out that, in
an age when science and technology were
going to be in great demand, the children in
America were ill-equipped to meet them.
According to the report, “[A] total of 13
percent of all 17-year-olds in the US were
functionally illiterate. Functional illiteracy
among minority youths may run as high as 40
percent”.
What was damning about these revelations
is that many 17-year-olds did not possess
higher-order thinking skills, and 40 percent
“could not draw inferences from written
material; only one-fifth can write a persuasive
essay, and only one third could solve a
mathematical problem requiring several steps”.
Would the present generation be able to
achieve these levels, or even surpass their
parents? One scholar concludes that, “for the
first time in the history of our country, the
educational skills of one generation will not
surpass, will not equal, will not even approach
those of their parents”.
The anecdotes in the media are often
amusing. When asked to name a country
that begins with the letter ‘U’, some seventh
graders replied “Europe, Utah, or Utopia”. A
group of eighth graders were next asked to
name the currency used in England. Here
the response was “[Pesos], the dollar, I don’t
know, or Queen Elizabeth money!” Another
question was: “What is the name of America’s
neighbour, south of the border?” The
response to this was: “Disney World, Texas, or
Montana”.
American education for several years has
been influenced by the ideas of John Dewey,
and his supporters. The idea here is that
education is in the service of social reform
and progress. The classroom becomes an
agent of social change, with teachers and
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with which they have been foisted upon the
nation.”
The third consideration is policy
approaches to tertiary education. The
mountain of student debts is estimated at
(US) one trillion dollars. This sum exceeds
the GDP of several countries. The spiraling
costs to pay for elite colleges has led many to
question whether higher education is worth
the effort.
This is a discussion that will go on, but
before one thinks of college, the basics must
be mastered in schools.
There is good reason to put good
schools with quality programs in run-down
neighbourhoods in America. It is here that
the transformation will begin, and where
students will master academic instruction,
and learn to be a total person. We can start by
minimising distractions, stamping out school
violence, and placing education at the top of
the agenda. The Covid-19 pandemic has not
helped to improve standards.
Many school districts have had to waive
or loosen standards to enable students
to graduate. It has affected lower-income
households the hardest. The State Department
of Public Instruction in Dane County,
Wisconsin, states that, “the poorer and
more diverse a district’s student body, the
more likely the district’s leadership sought
graduation requirement waivers from the
State, and lowered other standards”. Many
educators have argued that Covid-19 has
presented the States with the opportunity to
rethink how “we do school”.
It would be interesting to see what would
emerge from this rethink. But for now, the
task is for parents, teachers, and the school
administration to work together, to reinforce
discipline, to frame policies for effective
supervision, and instruction, and to produce
the next generation of literate students.
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Cyril Dabydeen celebrated as Poet of Honour

P

oet of Honour is a series of Ars Notoria and Word
Masala Foundation’s celebration of some of the best
contemporary poets who have become iconic and a
major inspiration.
The site recently celebrated our own Cyril Dabydeen,
renowned poet, short story writer, novelist, anthologist, and
book critic. Dabydeen has written and edited 20 books, and
his work has been published in over 60 literary magazines and
anthologies. Among these publications are Poetry/Chicago; The
Critical Quarterly; Prairie Schooner; Canadian Literature; and
in the Oxford, Penguin, and Heinemann Books of Caribbean
Poetry and Fiction.
Dabydeen has also read from his books internationally,
including Canada, the US, UK and Europe, the Caribbean,
and Asia. He was the poet laureate of Ottawa (1984-1987), and
taught Writing at the University of Ottawa for many years.
Says Yogesh Patel: “Cyril Dabydeen’s sense of displacement
and a search for his identity in the collage of Canadian ‘mosaic’
or the ‘salad bowl’ multiculturalism through his poems are
more an examination than any bitter outpouring. The old
shoe has a character. And he tries to make it apparent to us no
matter how much ‘the Empire’ of sun tries to blind us.”
Patel continues, “Guyanese with Indian ancestry, and ever
since winning Sandbach Parker Gold Medal before he was 20,
in 1964, Cyril has won critical acclaims and awards, including
becoming the Poet Laureate of Ottawa, between 1984 and
1987. Few poets succeed as novelists as well. Recognised
with the country’s most coveted awards, the Guyana Prize
for Fiction, Cyril has proven he is also a great novelist. Here
is a poet who has also fought for the freedom of his country,
Guyana.”
Additionally, “Currently, he is also a judge for the Word
Masala Foundation. We are very thrilled to honour Cyril with
this much sought after citation, our Poet of Honour.”
Check out Dabydeen’s third poem, and the other poets on
Word Masala’s site.
Pranam
She comes to me with pranam,
clasping her hands together –
acknowledging who I am, and
where I might have come from
with ancestry at the crossroads.

My being from the subcontinent
no less she says with confidence;
and before I could reply she talks
about music, Irish only. Harmony
between Gaelic and Indian peoples,
what I now contend with, but know
little about with ragas, and musical
strains coming my way: melodies
of yesteryear, you see. What else
must I convince her about
with a rhythm my own, she will
insist upon as I take a familiar bow,
telling her who I really am, or now
intend being, like what she already
knew, her voice becoming a lilt
from bygone days with a choir
her own from Westminster Abbey
as she bids me farewell, and
I am left with a gesture only
of years gone by …
A Goat in the Yard

M
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A burning bush really when I’m thrust among
animals locking horns amidst the Hebrew flood;
the goat ruts hard from high ground, and
I look up with a sturdy glare, mesmerised
by the power an old shoe can muster. The goat
swaggers on blamelessly with a tufted beard,
amazed as I am at what else is transformed —
images down through the ages, not far away.

Moments in the sun when all is perplexity–
the same ochreous shape with variation of tones
or determination with an old shoe, leather
being more than an affectation in the breeze.
The clouds somersault, and the bewildered goat
is without a sense of oblivion: on grass, sawdust,
empty shells, rotten boards, shingles as I
contemplate
an old shoe with a personality all its own.
The goat quickly moves forward, hooves scuffing
the sun without the sky’s imprint as I also cherish
hibiscus, broken petals on glass, leaves on the
ground,
and imagine Noah at the crossroads all at once.
A semblance of rutted soil, my now being held
to one spot and about to start speaking in tongues

y cellphone buzzed in the living room, where I had
plugged it in to charge. I was having supper with my
parents on the little square table in the kitchen in
the small two-bedroom bungalow.
We paused for a moment and glanced at each other before
gazing at the empty chair across from me. Barrie had left
home when he had decided to go against my parents’ wishes to
complete high school and go to college. He had worked parttime and rented a room to complete the two-year program. I
had obeyed my parents and started to work full-time on the
farm.
I remained seated and continued to eat. I knew Barrie
was trying to contact me on his break during his night shift
at the local hospital, where he
worked in the administration
department.
When the phone rang again,
I almost choked. Two buzzes
in less than a minute meant
that something serious had
materialised. I ate a little faster
under my father’s inquiring
squint and the mousy darting
of my mom’s eyes. No one said
a word. Then, on the third buzz
of my phone, I sprang up and
rushed to the living room with
two pairs of curious eyes following me.
I stared in horror at the phone when I saw Barrie’s bold
texts crying out for urgency. The words “Call Me” filled two
pages of text. My twin brother had a serious emergency. I
dialed his phone, and he picked up immediately.
“Get out of the house immediately!” His insistent whisper
raised the hairs on the back of my neck. I knew our parents
were straining their ears to listen. I could feel their eyes on my
back.
“Hold on!” I unplugged the phone and rushed out of the
house. I sprinted between the toolshed and the property’s back
fence, away from curious eyes and ears.
“Okay, what’s up?” I was out of breath.
“I did some digging.” Barrie’s famous words brought a
smile to my face and uneasiness to my heart. Since he started
working at the hospital, he began searching the archives but

Cyril Dabydeen
with a derelict stove, porcelain, potsherd, orchids
forming on buttressed roots setting the world afire!

Photo by Mehmet Turgut Kirkgoz on pexels.com

The Supernatural
CALL ME
found no records of twins born on our birth date, which raised
suspicions about our parentage.
“What did you find out?” I swallowed hard since Barrie
formulated the troubling conspiracy theory that we may have
been kidnapped at birth. Our parents did not socialise much,
and raised us in privacy on an isolated rural farmhouse on a
ten-acre lot. The closest neighbour lived five miles away. Barrie
and I did early morning and
after-school farm chores, which
left us with just enough time to
eat and do homework. We had
no friends, and our dad drove us
the 20 miles to school and picked
us up after school. He did not
allow us to take the school bus.
“There are other hospitals in
other towns with the same name
as ours.” He paused for me to
grasp what he had sprung on me.
“You mean there are other
Clifton General Hospitals?” I
tried to keep my voice down when I heard a sound by the
house’s back door. I peeked around the shed but saw no
movements in the fading light of dusk.
“Seven other General Hospitals in towns named Clifton,
like it says on our birth certificates.” His newest discovery
exhilarated him and caused me stress. I had to go back into the
house and lie to my parents about his call.
“Keep me updated. I have to go, or they will become
suspicious.” I wanted to end the conversation when I heard my
mom shouting from the back door, asking me if everything
was alright.
“Coming, Mom.” My response to my mother made Barrie
end the call. My parents were pleased when I told them that
his boss was giving him a hard time. My dad said his job at the
farm was still available whenever he wished to return.
That night, I tossed and turned but only managed to

Kamil
Ali

sleep for brief periods
when the dream of trying
to save a little boy from drowning came back to haunt me.
The nightmare always disturbed me when it ended with the
toddler’s eyes turning up into his forehead, exposing only his
white eyeballs and his swollen body drifted out of my reach
like an inflatable doll being carried away by the current.
Barrie had dreams of the little boy clinging to him with
sharp nails biting into his flesh, and he tried to peel him off,
but clawlike fingernails and toenails dug deeper into his flesh,
making it impossible to rid himself of the little devil-child who
sunk his teeth into Barrie’s back and sucked his blood like a
vampire.
On the following day, I kept a distance from my parents,
waiting for Barrie’s call. I knew he would not be able to contain
himself and would call me immediately.
When the call came, I had to sit. Barrie said that he found
out where we were born, but his findings opened up a mystery
that we had to solve.
“We were triplets, Austin.” Barrie sighed. “We had a third
brother named Charles.”
“A, B, C,” I responded automatically. “Austin, Barrie, and
Charles. I was born first.”
“But what happened to Charles?” Barrie cleared his throat.
“He’s the baby in our dreams, Austin.”
“There is only one way to find out, Barrie.” I gritted my
teeth. “I have to confront them.”
“We adopted you at birth when your mom died giving birth
to you.” My mom had tears in her eyes. “She was a 14-year-old
runaway.”
“There is a scar on Barrie’s back, where the doctors had
to separate his parasitic sibling.” My dad then answered the
reason for my dreams. “The doctors put him in a jar of clear
liquid to preserve him for science.”
“We kept a low profile and raised you the same way out of
love and to protect you.” My mom hugged me. “And you have
figured the rest out for yourselves.”
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TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

Covid-19 claims beloved south doctor
Port-of-Spain – The close-knit community of Rio Claro in Rampaul... he was one of the best doctors I’ve known since I was
south Trinidad has been left in mourning following the tragic a little child, and I carried my kids there.”
loss of the well-respected Dr Maniram Rampaul, who passed
Yet another post indicated, “First I knew him back in the
away on May 10 from complications caused by Covid-19.
1960s, when he opened his office at De Verteuil Street, Rio
It was a stunning loss of the respectClaro; a great family doctor, and will be
able and eminent doctor, who served
sadly missed. Sincere condolences to the
the community for over 50 years. Dr
family.”
Rampaul died at the Couva Hospital.
Member of Parliament for the conDr Rampaul’s untimely passing was
stituency Rushton Paray paid tribute to
announced by family friend and former
Dr Rampaul, saying the community was
councillor, Hazarie Ramdeen.
“much poorer” for his sudden passing.
Noting his dedicated service to Rio
Dr Rampaul was a pioneering social and
Claro, Ramdeen said Dr Rampaul praccommunity contributor, he said.
tised his Hindu faith diligently, and often
“Dr Rampaul lived an illustrious life
treated patients free of charge.
in the service of the people of Trinidad
“[He was] an honest, decent human
and Tobago, contributing extensively
being. He will be missed greatly,”
in the fields of medicine, as president
Ramdeen said.
and spiritual leader of the Rio Claro
He added, “When I visited him in
Sai Centre, and as an overall exemplar,”
his office, he would never take anything
Paray stated.
from me. He would say, ‘No, you don’t
He added, “[Dr Rampaul] combined
need to give anything’. He is the kind of
professionalism with a great sense of
person that would be there for people in
humanity and a caring spirit. He had a
need, and when someone passed away, he
positive impact on a generation of people
Dr Maniram Rampaul
would always be there. He lived his life by
with his tireless devotion and purpose.”
the principles of Sathya Sai Baba, and you could tell. He will be
Dr Rampaul was recognised by the government of Trinidad
greatly, greatly missed.”
and Tobago for service to the nation with the Hummingbird
Social media responded with a mix of grief and shock at his award that celebrated his compassion and selflessness.
sudden death, with many posts testifying to Dr Rampaul’s gen“Dr Rampaul’s remarkable life was expressed in his enduring
erosity and kindness.
compassion for everyone with whom he came into contact. He
Stated one post: “Dr Rampaul was such an amazing doctor. I was decorated with the Hummingbird medal for his contribuknew him since childhood, and he became a family doctor for tion to the national society,” Paray said.
my kids. This is just so unfortunate that Covid-19 had to be the
He also noted, “Dr Rampaul was a model citizen, who would
reason he is no longer here. Rest in peace to a beautiful soul!”
be remembered for his selflessness and dedication in the service
Another said, “My deepest condolences to the family of Dr of his society. May he rest in eternal peace.”

Essential businesses announce closures

Port-of-Spain – A number of essential businesses voluntarily
closed doors as increasing Covid-19 infections, and a growing
death count, took a firmer grip on Trinidad and Tobago.
Late last week several businesses that had the government’s
approval to continue operations during the May lockdown
announced they would remain closed, at least until May 23.
The decision came following Trinidad and Tobago experiencing
its first severe and deadliest day on May 13 with 21 Covid-19
deaths.
The first move to close businesses came from Bhagwansingh’s
Hardware and Steel Industries Limited. Its branches were
among the list of hardware stores deemed essential, and so
allowed to remain open during the government’s second lockdown of the country.
However, in a release last week, Bhagwansingh’s said the
health and safety of its staff and customers were its top priority.
All locations, including its Dansteel stores, will remain closed
until May 23.
“As we stand in solidarity with the government and the
people of Trinidad and Tobago in this uncertain and challenging period, we urge citizens to please stay at home,” a company
release stated.

Bhagwansingh’s announcement was followed by Allied Home
Centre indicating it was also closing its doors despite being an
essential business.
“We have decided to do our part and work with the government and fellow citizens during this challenging and uncertain
time,” the company said in a statement.
Additionally, “We have made the decision to close till [May
23]; or until otherwise instructed by the authorities. Let us do
our part to curb the movement of people and the spread of this
pandemic.”
The Hosein’s Group of Companies followed with a similar
announcement, stating that its stores would remain closed.
“The well-being and security of our clients and staff remain
our main concern,” the company declared.
President of the Downtown Owners and Merchants
Association Gregory Aboud also expressed support for the store
closures while encouraging other businesses to take measures to
control the spread of the virus.
“We salute the Bhagwansingh’s group for their voluntary closure until May 23 and call on the business community to initiate
any action that can reduce activity and assist to bring this current Covid-19 wave under control,” Aboud said.

United front needed to win battle: Persad-Bissessar

Port-of-Spain – The battle to contain the Covid-19 onslaught brother’s and sister’s keeper.”
does not need crying generals in the field, Opposition Leader
In a statement afterwards, Persad-Bissessar said Deyalsingh
Kamla Persad-Bissessar said last week. Instead, what is needed needed to talk less, do his job, or step down. Also, that
are leaders willing to work with others, she declared.
Deyalsingh had resorted to divisive political games, as opposed
At the time, Persad-Bissessar was criticising Health Minister to answering the valid questions on the safety of some vaccines.
Terrence Deyalsingh, who reported earlier this
She contended that Trinidad and Tobago was
month he had become tearful following his
in a dire situation due to Deyalsingh’s failure to
observation of nationals congregating at the
heed the Chief Medical Officer’s warning regardBrian Lara Promenade in Port-of-Spain. He also
ing the spike before Easter, along with Rowley’s
reported the “liming” nationals were not observinvitation to the population to travel to Tobago,
ing Covid-19 health regulations.
as well as the government’s inability to secure the
“In this war on Covid-19 we don’t need generborders.
als who spend time crying. We need leaders who
Persad-Bissessar declared the way to solve
will lead the fight. This is a war in itself,” Persadthe health crisis now gripping the nation was
Bissessar said.
through acquisition of an adequate supply of
She noted that during the WWII, the British
Covid-19 vaccines, along with a comprehensive
prime minister Winston Churchill formed a
and national vaccination programme.
united front to win the war. Citing this precShe also accused the government of failing
edent, Persad-Bissessar then reiterated her call
to act quickly in securing adequate supplies of
for Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley to form a
vaccines, and of appearing to be relying solely on
Persad-Bissessar
united front with all stakeholders to challenge
donations and COVAX.
the ongoing Covid-19 crisis in Trinidad and Tobago.
“The responsibility for acquiring vaccines lies solely on the
The united front should include the private sector, trade government, and they must act now,” she emphasised.
unions, non-governmental organisations, Opposition, and
“We urge the government [to] end the divisive politics, and
more, she declared.
let us work together; the welfare of our people depends on it,”
Said Persad-Bissessar: “I am asking all of you to be your she said.
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A Covid-19 patient receives oxygen at the San
Fernando General Hospital last week

Oxygen supply tanks
as infections escalate

Port-of-Spain – The climbing infection rate in Trinidad and
Tobago is seeing desperate and growing demand for dwindling
supplies of oxygen tanks, with nationals willing to spend thousands of dollars for purchases from private companies. Late last
week, several businesses had indicated a troubling shortage of
oxygen tanks, the Trinidad Express reported.
In fact, a representative from one of the gas companies said
the demand was so critical that buyers were offering to pay more
for oxygen than the asking price.
One company, Dr A. Ali and Associates Medical Ltd, said its
prices for tanks were (all currency TTD) $3,500 for a medium,
portable cylinder with all attachments, with a big tank at $5,000
with all attachments. At the time of the Express inquiry, all oxygen tanks were sold out, with more on order.
“People have been calling by the hundreds. They want any
tank they can get: the big one, the small one. Some say they will
pay more; they don’t mind,” she said.
Additionally, “It is very sad; sometimes you just feel to cry.
It not easy; we didn’t expect Trinidad to be like this – for life to
turn out this way.”
She also noted there was a waiting list, with priority given to
persons with serious medical complications. The rush for air
was a wakeup call, she said.
“People harden, and not doing the right thing. This is a wakeup call, especially for the younger ones who going out partying,
then take the virus home to their elderly relatives who are home
and innocent,” she said.
Trius Medical’s director, Mitral Ramkhelawan, said there
was high demand for cylinders at the three locations at San
Fernando, Valpark, and Grand Bazaar. Late last week there were
no tanks available, and as a result, the company had set up a
waiting list, with priority given to clients with a prescription.
Ramkhelawan noted fear and panic had taken a firm grip
in the population with the increasing numbers of Covid-19
infections. The names and faces of those who have died are
also sending the message that Trinidad and Tobago was in deep
crisis, he said.
He also noted the company was facing challenges obtaining US currency to import tanks, adding that Exim bank had
reached out with assistance. However, he expressed disappointment over accessing foreign currency from the major banks.
A representative at Massy Gas also indicated its office was
inundated with calls, that its oxygen cylinders were sold out, and
there was no oxygen available to refill tanks.
“It is very disheartening. There is a lot of anxiety from the
population. People need to listen and avoid close contact,” he
said.
Oxygen Nitrogen Solutions Ltd also reported being overwhelmed with calls, with its portable cylinders sold out.
“We are unable to deal with the volume of calls. We are not
accustomed to this,” a harried representative said.
A.A. Laquis also indicated its inventory was gone, with a representative saying calls to the company were non-stop.
At C&A Gas, a representative said more tanks were expected
soon. Prices for portable tanks were between $2,200 to $2,800,
with the biggest tank selling for $3,500 with all accessories.
According to the company’s representative, callers were being
put on a waiting list.
“It is a bit overwhelming, but we have a strong supply. We
have a waiting list, so when we [receive more inventory] we then
call the customers,” she said.
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Covid-19 survivor dies from post-infection complications

Sherene Ali

Port-of-Spain – While she had recovered
from her Covid-19 infection and was grateful
for surviving, a San Fernando mother passed
away less than a week later from complications
related to the coronavirus.
Early last week Sherene Ali was prayerful that her life had been spared following
her infection, but succumbed mid-week from
related issues, her daughter Shinnell Bissoon
said on Facebook.
Following her recovery, Ali wrote on
Facebook: “If you survived Covid-19 like
myself, God was not ready for you yet. To those
who have gone on to be with the Lord, there is
no more pain or sorrow.”
Responding to the sudden loss of her mother following recovery, Bissoon said fallout from
the virus had made Ali’s body too weak to deal

with its lingering effects.
“She had Covid-19; but that did not kill her.
She recovered and was full of energy, but [it]
made her body too weak to handle medical
complications that took her life,” Bissoon said.
She added, “In fact, we were laughing, and
so happy that she survived. She was telling me
how she was okay now, and to pray for other
Covid-19 patients to get better and heal. Sigh!
Her death came so silently. I am not prepared.
Unfortunately, it is what I am faced with now.
She is all I have. Those who know me know
that all I have is my mum. It is us against the
world, and we have each other.”
Bissoon said her mother was a “Supermum”,
adding she had no clue how Ali raised her as a
single parent.
She also called on the Facebook community

Fearful nationals crowd T&T’s testing centres

Nationals await medical attention at a field tent in south Trinidad last week

Get vaccinated says Gopeesingh
Port-of-Spain – Former UNC MP Dr to ensure that the hospitals and [Regional
Tim Gopeesingh last week supported the call Health Authorities] can afford to hire and pay
to nationals to be inoculated with WHO- salaries for extra medical, nursing, and paraapproved vaccines, including the
medical staff, as well as fund the
Chinese-made Sinopharm.
purchases all the necessary PPE,
He said vaccination would not
technical equipment, pharmaceuonly protect nationals against
ticals and other health supplies
Covid-19, but reduce the strain
needed to ensure proper care of
on the parallel health system.
all current Covid-19 patients,” he
Gopeesingh tested positive
said.
for Covid-19 last August.
He called for more vaccination
“I urge all citizens to accept
centres, and an improved comwhatever Covid-19 vaccine is
munication system for people
available, and is being offered
seeking vaccines.
at this time. Whether it is
Gopeesingh also endorsed
Tim Gopeesingh
AstraZeneca, Pfizer, Moderna,
Opposition Leader Kamla
Johnson & Johnson, or Sinopharm – the vac- Persad-Bissessar’s call for the Opposition and
cines will be of tremendous benefit, and reduce the government to take a bipartisan approach
the chances of severe disease, hospitalisation, to deal with the pandemic.
or death among Covid-19 positive patients,”
Gopeesingh said.
He added, “It is a fact that the efficacy
among the various Covid-19 vaccines may From Page 1
differ... two jabs at least two months apart a statement.
The Chamber added, “The sobering realwill provide safety (in) about 90-92 percent
of persons, while others will provide up to 75 ity of our current situation is, in part, due to
weak enforcement of the restrictions, porous
percent.”
Gopeesingh noted that these figures out- borders, and irresponsible behaviour of the
weighed risks of severe disease or mortality, non-compliant. We must ideally leverage the
whether short- or long-term, from a Covid-19 digital infrastructure many businesses have put
in place to allow them to operate.”
infection.
In announcing the latest restrictions, Prime
Last March, Gopeesingh accused the government of inaction in obtaining vaccines. Minister Dr Keith Rowley said it was necessary
He also cautioned nationals about accepting due to the high caseload and rising death toll.
vaccines through private-sector companies, Last week saw a record number of daily fataliand sided with with Prime Minister Dr Keith ties with 21 deaths in a single day.
Said Rowley: “If you don’t have to be out for
Rowley about reducing public gatherings to
exempted reasons, stay home under the force
contain the spread of the virus.
He also appealed to Finance Minister Colm of law. We will do what we have to do to further
Imbert to ensure that the Health Ministry minimise the opportunities for infection, and
receives all the funding needed to address the we are expecting that with a population that is
now even more responsive, that this is the time
pandemic.
“This is of paramount importance, in order to take it serious and take it personal.”

Port-of-Spain – Fearful they may be infected with the Covid-19 virus, nationals seeking
tests were last week lining up and crowding
health centres, even as health officials scrambled to manage bed occupancy in treatment
and stepdown facilities around the country.
Reports in the media last week detailed
nationals with Covid-19 symptoms waiting for
testing for hours under tents at health centres
in central and south Trinidad. These testing
sites were experiencing increasing numbers of
visits, with most of its patients also afflicted
with underlying health noncommunicable diseases such as diabetes and hypertension.
The crowding was notable at Chaguanas
and Couva, where some nationals with respiratory problems were being assisted with oxygen
tanks even before the Covid-19 test results
were returned.
As the media reported, it was discovered
that a patient with problematic breathing, who
spent an entire night under one of the field
tents, was using a non-functional oxygen tank.
This patient was later transferred to the Eric
Williams Medical Sciences Complex.
Chief executive officer at the North Central
Regional Health Authority, Davlin Thomas,
told the media last week that health officials
were working diligently to expand treatment
and step-down facilities. The latest effort saw
the setting up of a step-down centre at the
Valsayn Teachers’ College. He said the centre was deployed within eight hours after it
was requested by Health Minister Terrence
Deyalsingh.
At the Chaguanas Health Centre, an official
confirmed some patients spent most of the
night under a tent before being transferred to
the hospital in Mt Hope.
These patients had existing NCDs, were
indicating respiratory symptoms, and in some
cases, had high temperatures consistent with a
Covid-19 positive status, he said. He noted that
many of them were younger people.

State of emergency, curfew declared
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Rowley said his government had to do all
that was necessary to save lives. He also noted
that the growing numbers of Covid-19 fatalities had faces, and were being seen.
“[We are] no longer dealing with numbers;
we are dealing with 21 deaths in one day, and if
you bring that down to an hour, it’s almost one
person dying every hour. That is a frightening
situation,” he said.
He also noted the stark and dire possibility
of an uptick, saying, “If that is allowed to multiply, very soon, we would be happy when it is
only 21, because it can go to a place where 21 is
a great improvement. Because the more we are
allowing ourselves to be infected, that population of infected people would generate a larger
population of sick people, and would generate
a larger population of dead people.”
The nation’s health care infrastructure was
also in a perfect storm, with its parallel healthcare system near capacity.
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for posts celebrating her mother’s life.
“Whatever memory and moment you guys
had and shared together, I would love to see,”
she wrote.
There were dozens of condolences shared
on both Ali’s and Bissoon’s timeline.
Ali was a member of the church, City of
Destiny International, San Fernando Chapter.
Its Bishop, Dr L.L. Spencer wrote on Facebook,
“My daughter, why did you leave us so soon?
You called on [May 10], and asked me to send
someone by your home to collect something.
I did but did not know that would have been
our last conversation. Sherene, you left us just
too soon. You had just committed yourself to
the worship team, and we sat and watched the
joy you experienced when singing. Oh, we will
miss you.”

Imam Nazrudeen Mohammed

Virus claims Imam

Port-of-Spain – Head of the Tableland
Anjuman Sunnat-ul-Jamaat Association
Masjid, Imam Sheik Nazrudeen Mohammed,
died last week after being infected by the
Covid-19 virus. He was 70 years old.
Mohammed passed away at the Augustus
Long Hospital, in Pointe-a-Pierre, on May 12,
shortly before the new moon was sighted to the
observance of Eid-ul-Fitr.
He tested positive for the virus at Lengua
Health Centre on May 7. He began experiencing shortness of breath shortly afterwards, and
was hospitalised. His failing health required
ICU attention at the hospital, but relatives said
none was available at the time. He had a heart
condition, and was diabetic.
Augustus Long Hospital has an ICU capacity of six beds, four high dependency unit beds,
and 38 ward beds.
Relatives said Mohammed was adhering
to Covid-19 protocols, and had enforced the
restriction that gatherings at places of worship
not exceed five persons. Since then, his wife
and sons have all tested negative for the virus.
Relatives said Mohammed was going to
celebrate Eid at home this year, and planned to
package food and distribute it to friends in the
community.
Imam Raffaic Mohamed, Public Relations
Officer of ASJA, expressed condolences to the
family.
“Whenever Eid-ul-Fitr comes, the family
would forever remember that he was buried on
[this day]. Allah knows best, and we pray that
he gets a place in heaven. May Allah grant him
Jannah (Paradise),” he said.
There were several condolences sent to the
bereaved family on social media.
One said, “May Allah pardon him for his
shortcomings, and make it easy upon everyone
his family members, and may Allah grant you
the highest of jannahs!”
Another post noted, “Some people go to
the mosque on Eid-ul-Fitr to see their Imams.
Today we bury you on the day of Eid.”
Another noted, “What a kind, genuine loving, and caring person he was.”
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema

Brainchild about illegitimacy, Dhool ka Phool ahead of its time
By Madhulikka Liddle
hool ka Phool starts off with a bang. Rather, a crash.
Mahesh (Rajendra Kumar, looking far too old to be
playing a college student) is cycling along and collides
with Meena (Mala Sinha), also on a cycle. She is very miffed,
since the collision has bent the front wheel of her cycle all out of
shape.
But Mahesh is gallant and offers to help. After she has made
some huffy excuses, he ends up escorting her to her home. He
apparently has hidden charms, because by the time she says
goodbye to him, Meena is bestowing shy smiles on Mahesh.
Meena, we see in the next scene, doesn’t have the happiest
of domestic lives. She is an orphan, and lives with her chaacha
(Jeevan, which – by the mere casting – should give you an idea
of how loving an uncle this man is), and chaachi (Amir Banu).
Both uncle and aunt spare no opportunity to tell Meena just
what a burden she is on them, even though her dead father
had left behind Rs 20,000 for Meena’s education and care.
The only one who loves Meena like a daughter is her old
daai (Leela Chitnis, for once not looking as if one strong gust
of breeze will blow her away. Deceptively, as it later turns out).
Now that Meena has met Mahesh, they soon [in the usual
way of Hindi film jodis in colleges] find themselves onstage
singing a duet. From there, it is a short step to singing a
duet in a garden. And, when the rain comes pouring down,
taking shelter in a deserted hut [How come there are always
conveniently placed, deserted huts or caves in the vicinity
when filmi characters are drenched?].
The inevitable happens: Meena and Mahesh end up being
naughty, and – just as inevitably – end up feeling thoroughly
remorseful for what has happened. This was sinful of them,
they admit, and Mahesh reassures Meena that they will get
married soon. This cheers her up considerably.
What Mahesh doesn’t know is that while he has been here in
town studying in college and whooping it up with his girlfriend,
back home his father (Radhakrishna) has been working like a
beaver to have Mahesh set up well in life. This involves getting
his beloved son both a good job, and a good wife.
About a month after Mahesh’s and Meena’s momentous
tryst, Mahesh receives a letter from Daddy, bearing good
tidings. A plum job has been procured for Mahesh. It comes,
too, with all the trappings: a house and a car [and, though
Daddy does not mention it, and so Mahesh does not realise, a
bride]. Mahesh is summoned home.
And, just as this happens, Meena discovers she is pregnant.
Strangely for someone in a Hindi film, not because she feels
nauseous, but because she has a cramp when she gets up too
hurriedly. A wall calendar with a large photograph of a baby
is near at hand for us, and for Meena, to realise, with horror,
what are the implications.
Meena goes rushing off to tell Mahesh, and he again reassures
her: they will get married, their baby will not be born out of
wedlock. He has to go home to meet his father, and while he is
there, Mahesh will wheedle Daddy into agreeing to the marriage.
Meena goes home, relieved. Perhaps her life will not fall
apart, after all. Mahesh goes off to his hometown [in a train,
as I mentioned, that actually manages to cross a river without
plunging into it] ...and days pass. Weeks pass.
Meena waits, with increasing impatience and anxiety, for
news from Mahesh, but there is not a squeak out of him. No
letters, no telegrams, no anything.
Finally, when she can’t bear it any more, Meena decides
there is only one option: to go to Mahesh’s father’s home, and
see what has delayed Mahesh’s return.
But, then there is disaster. Meena discovers that Mahesh
is getting married. In fact, as she stands in the street, about
to set forth for his house, the baraat passes by, with Mahesh
mounted on a mare [and no, the sehra isn’t so thick or allenveloping that it disguises him; Meena can see, quite clearly,
that this is Mahesh, and no one else].
There is no question about this whole affair; the camera –
and Meena – follow, and it is clear as crystal that Mahesh has
married another girl, Malti (Nanda).
Meena crawls back home, defeated. And things begin to
happen in quick succession. She is so distraught that her daai
asks what is wrong, and Meena confides in her: only to have
chaachi, who is lying awake in the next room, overhear the
sordid confession. Chaacha and chaachi come storming out of
their room to heap abuse on Meena: “Tujh jaisi kulta ke liye
hamaare ghar mein jagah nahin hai!” they yell, and throw her
out of the house in the middle of the night.
What is there for Meena to do? Commit suicide, of course.
But just as she’s looking down from the edge of the cliff [Why
do people in Hindi films always pause before taking that big
leap? Why not just go racing till the edge and leap off without
a second thought? Because that would considerably shorten
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Top left, Mala Sinha; right, Rajendra Kumar; centre is
the “fortuitous” cycle collision with Mahesh & Meena;
bottom left, is Ashok Kumar, and at right, Nanda
the story?] – the daai arrives and pulls Meena back. She
even takes Meena to her own little hut, and gives Meena a
surprisingly level-headed lecture: if this is a sin, then it is more
Mahesh’s wrongdoing than Meena’s, for having dumped her in
this shameful way. Meena will have her baby, and will live with
the daai for as long as is needed.
So Meena gives birth to a son, and they live for a few
months with the daai. Then one day, out of the blue, the daai
drops dead in the street. [The absence of coughing and sighing
weakly, in the case of Leela Chitnis, is apparently no guarantee
that her character will last till the end of the movie]. Meena
and her baby are suddenly alone, and adrift in the world.
Meena, therefore, does the only thing she can think of: she
takes her baby to its father. She arrives at Mahesh’s house just
as he drives up in his car, and confronts him. This is his child,
Meena informs Mahesh, and as its father, he is responsible for
bringing it up. Mahesh blusters and gets belligerent, telling
Meena that she should never have gotten into this mess in the
first place, and that he is now a married man. How can he take
this baby into his house? When Meena retorts that she will
go into his house and tell his wife that this is her husband’s
illegitimate child, Mahesh asks her what proof there is.
There is none, of course, and Meena is left dumbstruck.
Mahesh goes off, and she – in a fit of rage and helplessness
– does the unthinkable [at least by the standards of Hindi
cinema’s ultimate-in-self-sacrifice motherhood]: she puts
her baby down on a pathway in the middle of a forest and
abandons the little tyke.
Shortly after, along this path comes Abdul Rashid
(Manmohan Krishna). He is surprised to see the baby
(which, by now, has acquired a guardian – a cobra has come
slithering along and raised its hood over the baby as a sign of
its protection; rather a cheesy motif that I would not expect
from Yash Chopra). Abdul Rashid, having marvelled at how
someone can be callous enough to abandon a baby [and also
having marvelled over the wonders of the animal world], picks
up the baby. He shouts out, asking whose offspring this is, but
– receiving no reply – takes the child to his own home.
In his neighbourhood, Abdul Chaacha (as he is almost
universally known) is initially praised for having taken pity
on this poor baby. Then, when he tries passing the baby on to
various neighbours for them to bring up as their own, people
do an about-turn. Who knows whose baby this is, they say.
Is he Hindu? Is he Muslim? And his parents must have been
unmarried, too. Nobody wants to have anything to do with
this paap ki gathri, as they label the little bundle.
Abdul, therefore, takes the baby to his own home, and
spends the next few years lavishing all his love and affection
on the child, whom he names Roshan (Sushil Kumar, who
went on – a few years later – to play one of the protagonists in
Dosti).
In the meantime, Roshan’s biological parents have gone
their own ways. Mahesh, having gotten over Meena in a jiffy,
has settled into blissfully happy married life with Malti. They
have also had a son, Ramesh (Daisy Irani), a precocious and
spoilt little brat on whom his parents dote. Mahesh, in a

surprisingly short stretch of time, has gone grey-haired and
in need of very thick glasses, and has also become a wellrespected magistrate.
…and Meena, trying to scrape together a living, has
managed to get a job as the secretary of an advocate named
Jagdish Chandra (Ashok Kumar). She had, on that fateful night
when she abandoned her baby, gone rushing back in a fit of
remorse, but by then Abdul Chaacha had already taken the
baby.
Meena has not forgiven herself in all these years for that
lapse in maternal duty and affection. This guilt, needling away
at her, makes her commit some startling errors in her job
at the beginning (a typed letter which wanders into a series
of ‘mother-child, mother-child’), but she eventually settles
in. Enough for her boss, a few years later, to propose to her.
Meena agrees, and they get married.
And so we end up, a few years after this all started. Abdul
Chaacha has been skimping and enduring hardship so that
Roshan may be able to get a good education, but whichever
school Roshan goes to, he ends up being asked who is his
father, and when Roshan cannot supply a name, the children
start bullying him.
Now, in a last-ditch effort to try and get him into a school
where this will not happen, Abdul Chaacha takes Roshan to
get him admitted in yet another school… and who should be
there, also getting admitted (and in Roshan’s class, too) but
Roshan’s own half-brother, Ramesh, who has been brought by
Roshan’s real father?
Will they find out? [Yes, obviously they will, because
otherwise there might not be much point to the story, but
still]. How? And what will be the repercussions?
••••
Dhool ka Phool is a film I had heard of many times before
I watched it. I put off watching it mainly because Rajendra
Kumar isn’t one of my favourites, and films about illegitimate
children – or even children believed to be illegitimate, since
their parents got secretly married – are, more often than not,
tedious and melodramatic. [Ever wondered, by the way, why
illegitimate children in Hindi films tend to be referred to as
flowers? Dhool ka Phool, Ek Phool Do Maali, and the like.
Considering how people in Hindi cinema tended to look down
upon children of unwed parents, I would have expected ‘weed’
to be a more appropriate appellation.
But, I digress. This was an interesting enough film.
Predictable in some ways, and not in others, especially in the
way it stresses a child should not be held responsible for the
deeds of its parents. More on that, below.
What I liked about this film
The music is by N. Dutta (with lyrics by my favourite, the
inimitable Sahir Ludhianvi). Although the song that perhaps
most adequately encapsulates the message of Dhool ka Phool is
Tu Hindu banega na Mussulmaan banega (and it is not a bad
song, music-wise, either), my favourite song from this film is
the lovely Jhukti ghata gaati hawa, followed by the eventually
ironic Tere pyaar ka aasraa chahta hoon, wafaa kar raha hoon,
wafaa chahta hoon.
The somewhat unusual treatment, at times, of some tropes.
For instance, the fact that Meena’s and Mahesh’s love story is
not one of undying love (compare this to similar films like
Ek Phool Do Maali, Aradhana, or Phoolon ki Sej, all with the
unwed mother separated by fate from the father of her child,
and all with the mother spending the rest of her life either
mourning her lost love, or eventually reunited with him).
Dhool ka Phool, in contrast, has the temerity to let Meena and
Mahesh go their own ways, and for Meena – refreshingly bold,
thank heavens – to eventually find love again.
What I didn’t like
A fair number of things grated on my nerves while
watching Dhool ka Phool, though none of these were by
themselves enough to make me dislike the film. Rajendra
Kumar isn’t one of my favourite actors, so that was a minus
from the beginning. Daisy Irani’s character Ramesh is bratty,
and needs a swift kick in the pants, and the film does tend
towards too much melodrama in places.
However, considering it questions some longstanding social
norms (that the woman is to blame for conceiving out of
wedlock, and that an illegitimate child must be ostracised) –
that is good reason to applaud Dhool ka Phool. It was forwardthinking for its time, a fact also evidenced in the way its
characters often behave (Jagdish Chandra takes Meena’s past in
his stride, for example; and Abdul Chaacha does not hesitate to
bring up an unknown child as his own). If only for that (and the
good music, and some good acting from Manmohan Krishna,
Mala Sinha, and Ashok Kumar), this is a film worth a watch.
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Amazon keeps Pooran for 2021 CPL

G

uyana Amazon Warriors manager Omar Khan is backing Nicholas Pooran to come good in the 2021 edition
of the Hero Caribbean Premier League as the franchise
builds its squad for the title run. The 2021 Hero Caribbean
Premier League gets underway at Warner Park in St Kitts &
Nevis starting August 28.
Pooran was one of 11 players retained by the Guyanabased franchise, despite enduring an
unproductive patch with poor form in
the recently postponed Indian Premier
League. Pooran made four ‘ducks’ in
seven IPL games this season, and had a
top-score of 19.
The Amazon Warriors retention list
did not contain any major surprises,
with the franchise predictably holding
on to star players Pooran, Shimron
Hetmyer, and Brandon King, along
with South African leg-spinner Imran
Tahir, and Afghan fast bowler Naveen
Ul-Haq.
The squad also features up and coming Guyanese players Kevin Sinclair
and Ashmead Need, the two players
impressing in 2020 at their first Hero
CPL.
Khan said the retentions reflected
the philosophy of the franchise.
“The key to it is that we wanted to
maintain the core group of players,
who over the years have done consistently well for us. We have never failed
Nicholas
to reach the playoff, but unfortunately,
we have never won the tournament. So, the franchise management, the owners, and the directorship felt that with the core
group of players together, they will understand the need for us
to be more consistent, and the need to play better cricket to win
the final and the tournament,” Khan said.
He added, “The thinking is that keeping that core group of
players together at this time will be more beneficial to us. What
we are most happy about is the loyalty and commitment of the
players. Once we offered them contracts, they had no hesitancy
in accepting, and wanted to be part of the set up.”
Commenting on Pooran’s recent performance, Khan said:

“We know in T20 cricket Nicholas Pooran is one of the best in
the world on any given day when he gets going. It is unfortunate
that he didn’t have a very good IPL but that’s how it goes. In the
Caribbean, he is one of the leading T20 players, and we expect
him to take that leadership role and take responsibility and play
his game, so we are not really concerned.”
Earlier this month, Pooran indicated via a tweet that his IPL
scores were now a motivation to come
back stronger than ever.
Khan was also confident with the
choice in Hetmyer, saying he “had a
fairly good IPL, and whenever he got
the opportunity, he did well, and he
has done consistently well for us over
the years”.
He also expressed the franchise’s
confidence in young Guyanese player
Kevin Sinclair, who made his West
Indies debut against Sri Lanka last year.
“One of the other philosophies of the
franchise is that we always feel that our
mandate is the help the young players,
especially in the young Guyanese players. So, we want to invest in Sinclair,
Ashmead Nedd, Chandrapaul Hemraj,
Romario Shepherd, and give them
opportunities,” Khan said.
Khan noted the franchise was also
confident the players would be ready
for the CPL despite having no competitive cricket leading up to the tournament. The plan is for the team to work
Pooran
around the Covid-19 restrictions, and
said each player will be on a programme to ensure readiness.
“We have to work around those things. Players have got to be
professional enough to know they have to keep themselves fit,
and they have to do their fitness programmes. It doesn’t have
competitive cricket, but all the players will be on a programme,
and they do have training going on,” he said.
He also hinted there would be world-class players joining the
squad, with six spots remaining to be filled.
“We already have Imran Tahir; he has been a stalwart, and we
also have international world class players who will be joining
us, and those will be announced in due course,” he added.

GCB queries why no CWI retainers for Guyana

T

he Guyana Cricket Board has indicated its “great con- Oshane Thomas, who has missed out on a contract; you have
cern” that international retainer contracts were not players like Sheldon Cottrell who has missed out on a contract
awarded to Shimron Hetmyer, Keemo Paul, Romario also,” Harper noted.
Shepherd, and Veerasammy Permaul by Cricket West Indies, the
He added, “Sheldon Cottrell was at the top of the tree from
Guyana media reported last week.
a white ball bowling perspective. Oshane has been one of the
The GCB also noted it had requested from the CWI a copy of players we thought with tremendous potential; at his best, he
the criteria used to award international retainer
can really be a wicket-taker and a shock bowler
contracts, and the report submitted by the selecfor us, but a set of [circumstances came togethtion panel on which the decision was made to
er] to not allow them to be retained.”
not offer contracts to the Guyanese players.
Harper said a lot of the players who did not
However, earlier this week, CWI men’s chief
have contracts renewed also had fitness issues.
selector, Roger Harper, said the number of
At 24 years old, a promising Thomas gained
players losing central retainer contracts for the
the pick three years ago, earning himself tours of
upcoming year reflected a lack of consistency
England and New Zealand last year, before fallin West Indies cricket, which he noted had
ing out of contention.
implications for performance standards at interMeanwhile, Cottrell was West Indies’ leading
national level.
bowler at the 2019 World Cup with 12 wickets,
Eleven players, eight of whom featured in
and continued to spearhead the attack until fitthe white-ball format, did not receive contract
ness issues led to him losing a spot in the squad.
renewals after their performances falling below
Hetmyer struck the last of his five ODI hunthe required benchmarks during evaluation.
dreds in December 2019, but has also seen his
Roger Harper
Admitting the situation was “concerning”,
career stunted by lack of fitness. After scoring
Harper said it was critical players at all levels of the West Indies
system understood the link between personal performances and
those in the international squads.
“It is concerning that consistency [is] an issue for our players.
This is something we want to make sure our players understand:
that if our teams are going to perform consistently, and be successful, then our players themselves have to be successful, and
we have to aim to be world class performers,” he said.
Harper added, “I think that is a message we have to send to
our franchise players, our players playing regional competitions,
and our players from youth level – that no longer can we just be
working to get into a West Indies team. We have to be developing players to be of a world class standard.”
Batsmen Shimron Hetmyer, Sunil Ambris, Sheldon Cottrell,
and Oshane Thomas were all axed from the list of white-ball
contracts. Roston Chase, the Test vice-captain on the tour of
New Zealand last December, also lost his all-formats contract.
Batsman Shamarh Brooks and wicketkeeper Shane Dowrich
also saw their red ball contracts not renewed.
“I want to also make the point that we have a player like

22

five Test hundreds, Chase tallied only 33 runs from his last six
innings in what was a serious decline in form.

Sir Curtly Ambrose

Sir Curtly: Windies in afterglow

W

est Indies is in its afterglow, and there is no chance
the team would rediscover the stellar form that
typified that halcyon era of the late 1970s and 1980s,
former pacer Sir Curtly Ambrose said last week on the Grenada
Youtube channel, TalkSports.
Sir Curtly was among the prolific and prominent players during this period, and took 405 wickets from 98 Tests.
He said while there were quality players in the current generation of West Indian cricketers, it was simply not enough to
compare to the galaxy of world class stars who spearheaded the
unparalleled success in the past.
Said Sir Curtly: “This is no disrespect to the players we have
now, because we have a couple of guys who have some quality
in them, and can become great, but what we have to understand
is I don’t think we will ever see those great exceptional glory
days again.”
He added, “It is going to be difficult to find another Sir Viv
Richards, or a [Desmond] Haynes and [Sir Gordon] Greenidge,
or a Brian Lara, a [Sir] Richie Richardson, a Malcolm Marshall,
Curtly Ambrose, Courtney Walsh, Michael Holding, Andy
Roberts, Clive Lloyd - the list goes on and on. It is going to be
extremely difficult to find those quality players again.”
In its glory days, West Indies dominated world cricket, first
under Clive Lloyd and then under Sir Viv, winning the inaugural 50-over World Cup in 1975, successfully defending their title
four years, before losing in the 1983 final to India.
Starting in 1980, West Indies produced a staggering 15-year
period of unrivalled Test success, where they went unbeaten
in 29 series-winning 20 and drawing nine. Between 1982 and
1986, West Indies took seven straight series victories.
Now West Indies is in eighth place in the ICC Test rankings,
and eighth in ODIs following a protracted run of poor form
over the last 20 years.
Sir Curtly said the success of the great West Indies sides had
been a great source of pride for Caribbean people across the
globe – a fact that appeared lost on the current generation of
players.
“I think nowadays most of the youngsters we have now probably don’t quite understand what cricket means to West Indians
in the West Indies and abroad, because cricket is the only sport
that really unites Caribbean people,” he said.
Additionally, “When we were the best team in the world,
West Indians all over the globe could walk and boast about
how good we are because we were the best. So it is going to be
difficult to see those glory days again. Can be competitive and
climb up the ICC rankings, and be a force to be reckoned with
again but those glory days? I don't think we'll see them again.”
Sir Curtly is now 57 years old. He made his West Indies
debut in 1988 against Pakistan alongside Walsh in a team that
included Sir Gordon, Sir Richie, and Haynes.

Ireland women squad gets ready for T20I series

I

reland named a 15-player women’s squad for the T20I series
against Scotland, to be played at Stormont, Belfast later this
month. It is the team’s first international fixture since the
T20 World Cup qualifier in September 2019. The side is being
captained by Laura Delany, ESPNcricinfo reported last week.
The tour was postponed twice after plans to stage it in Spain
in November last year, and in March 2021 were abandoned at
short notice due to Covid-19 and travel restrictions.
Ireland are without a handful of regular players, including the
centrally-contracted Mary Waldron, and five players on nonretainer deals: Eimar Richardson, Hannah Little, Louise Little,
Una Raymond-Hoey, and Sophie MacMahon.
Five players about to make their T20I debut if selected: Ava
Canning, Georgina Dempsey, Amy Hunter, Jane Maguire, and
Jenny Sparrow. In the last few weeks they have all been involved

in the domestic competition Arachas Super Series.
Chair of selectors, Carrie Archer, said: “With an average age
of less than 21, it is one of the youngest squads we have ever
selected, but one full of talent and potential. With a big year
ahead, it is vital that these players get as much competitive
cricket as they can, and I have no doubt they will require little
additional motivation to perform in this long-awaited return to
the international arena.”
She added, “With a number of players still overseas and
unavailable, there is an opportunity now for several emerging
players to make their mark ahead of the World Cup Qualifier
tournaments later in the year.”
Scotland have already named their squad, which will be captained by Kathryn Bryce. The series starts on May 23, with four
T20Is to be played in five days, all at Stormont.
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Postponed 2021 IPL to be completed elsewhere

I

t is likely the remainder of the 2021 Indian
Premier League will not be completed in
India, and could be rescheduled in a zone
less impacted by Covid-19, Board of Control
for Cricket in India president Sourav Ganguly
said last week.
The tournament was suspended indefinitely
earlier this month following a breach of the
bio-secure bubble by Covid-19, with positive
infections detected among a few players. India
continues to struggle to contain the coronavirus, reporting daily increases in infections, and
a growing number of deaths.
In canceling the tournament, its organisers
said, “The BCCI does not want to compromise
on the safety of the players, support staff, and
the other participants involved in organising
the IPL. This decision was taken keeping the
safety, health, and well-being of all the stakeholders in mind.”
It added, “'These are difficult times, especially in India, and while we have tried to bring in
some positivity and cheer, it is imperative that
the tournament is now suspended and everyone goes back to their families and loved ones
in these trying times.”
Last week BCCI vice-president Rajiv Shukla
told Sportstar magazine that the tournament
would eventually be completed.
“There are lots of organisational hazards,
like 14-day quarantine. It can’t happen in India.
This quarantine is tough to handle. [It’s] too
early to say how we can find a slot to complete
the IPL,” he said.
There are 31 matches remaining in the tournament, with the regular season originally
scheduled to end on May 23, and qualifiers
and eliminators taking place before the final
on May 30. At this time, various dates into September and November this year, and a number

Sourav Ganguly
of worldwide venues are being considered, ESPNcricinfo reported.
It was reported last week that Warwickshire,
Surrey, and the Marylebone Cricket Club are
willing to host the remaining matches in September. However, Reuters reported a BCCI official saying that an offer had yet to be discussed.
This is not the first time the IPL tournament
has not been played in India because of Covid-19, with all of its 2020 games taking place
in the UAE.
There was a mini-exodus before the breach
earlier this month that saw three Australian
cricketers – Adam Zampa, Kane Richardson,
and Andrew Tye, cutting short the IPL season and heading back home. Also, prior to the
games being called off, India spinner Ravichandran Ashwin took a break to spend time with
his family.

Also, it seems that England’s centrally contracted players are unlikely to be available for
completion of the IPL wherever, and whenever,
it is rescheduled, ESPNcricinfo reported last
week.
According to the report, while the England
management were happy to allow up to a dozen
English players to miss the Test series against
New Zealand at the start of June for their participation in the IPL, it seems any rescheduling
of the event is likely to clash with the Future
Tours Programme series.
It means IPL participation by these players
will be viewed differently, England men's director of cricket, Ashley Giles, said last week. As it
now stands, England’s top players are committed to different cricketing schedules for the rest
of the year, leaving them with little time to manoeuvre inside their packed schedule until the
Caribbean tour ends at the end of March 2022.
This will be followed closely by the 2022 season
of the IPL, making it increasingly improbable
that the English players will participate in a rearranged 2021 IPL tournament.
Meanwhile, West Indies 2021 IPL players arrived safely in the Caribbean last week, except
Chris Gayle, who chose to return at a later date.
“All of our IPL players are now safely back
in the Caribbean (apart from… Gayle who has
decided to travel back at a later date), Johnny
Grave, CEO of Cricket West Indies told the media in Trinidad and Tobago last week.
The West Indian players in the postponed
IPL 2021 tournament were Gayle, Nicholas
Pooran, Fabian Allen (Punjab Kings); Sunil
Narine, Andre Russell (Knight Riders); Dwayne
Bravo (Super Kings); Shimron Hetmyer (Delhi
Capitals); Jason Holder (Sunrisers), and Kieron
Pollard (Mumbai Indians).

Test of vigilance for CWI with South Africa on tour

A

long with the upcoming Test series in
the time of Covid-19, it will also be
a test of vigilance and endurance for
Cricket West Indies as it hosts next month’s biosecure series against South
Africa in the Caribbean.
With this precarious time
in mind, it is critical that
CWI remains operationally
“agile”, and able to respond
to the challenges that are being presented by the Covid-19
pandemic, its CEO Chief Executive Johnny Grave told the
Caribbean Media Corporation last week.
South Africa is scheduled
to play two Tests and five
Johnny
One-Day Internationals next
month, with CWI yet to announce the tour’s
itinerary.
The series follows the recent Test and whiteball tour by Sri Lanka, and marks only the second international series staged in the Caribbean since the onset of the pandemic last year.
Grave said though experience had been
gained from staging the Sri Lanka series, the
nature of the pandemic meant planning remained fluid.
“There are so many hurdles to overcome, so
it’s an ongoing process. And ultimately, until
players arrive – and talking from experience
with Sri Lanka – until that first ball of the first
game is bowled, right to the last day when players safely leave, it’s a stressful time for everyone
just to make sure the cricket can go ahead as
planned,” Grave said.
He added, “I think at this stage we’re into the
final discussions with governments. Obviously,
we need Chief Medical Officers to approve the
protocols within each of the countries. It’s an
ever-changing dynamic situation – what we
know now might well be different next week,
so we’ve got to continue to be agile.”
The tour had been scheduled for last July,
but was postponed due to the pandemic, as

CWI was forced to scrap all of its international
and domestic tournaments.
The series was further imperilled by a governance dispute between Cricket South Africa
and Sports Minister Nathi
Mthethwa, which has now
been settled, and paves the
way for the tour to proceed as
planned.
With air travel still complicated due to coronavirus
restrictions, the South African
contingent is expected to arrive in the Caribbean via Paris
and St Martin to begin their
preparation.
“We’ve
certainly
had
very, very positive talks with
Grave
Cricket South Africa,” Grave
told Starcom Radio’s Mason and Guest in Barbados last week. Additionally, “[A few weeks
ago] there was still some confusion with their

governance and the government in South Africa and the Minister of Sport. That’s recently
been resolved, and that’s good news for us, and
good news for world cricket, and South Africa
cricket in particular.”
He added: “I’m confident they’re coming.
We continue to work through all the logistical,
and medical, and operational challenges that
we have.”
With Sri Lanka having featured in two Tests,
three One-Day Internationals and three Twenty20 Internationals, and with the Proteas now
poised to follow, Grave said tours by Australia
and Pakistan would further ensure a bumper
domestic schedule.
“We continue to work morning, noon, and
night to make these tours happen,” he said.
Additionally, “Fingers crossed, we’re moving
forward with not just South Africa, but the visit
straight afterwards by Australia and Pakistan
after that. So [there is] plenty going on, and lots
of cricket to look forward to we hope.”

Covid-19 Departures

Kingston Murray

K

ingston Anthony Murray, 69, former Grenada and Surrey cricketer, a former Grenada pacer who
spent most of
his life in Surrey, died after
contracting Covid-19 on April
4, 2020, ESPNcricinfo has
reported..
“Murray
is
remembered by
his contempo- Kingston Murray
raries as one of the fastest bowlers ever
produced by Grenada,” a Grenada Cricket
Association statement said.
Murray moved to England at age 25,
after serving in the Grenada police department while also representing the island
in cricket. He worked with the London
Underground, and played cricket for Mitcham CC, and then Islands CC (later a
part of Island Vale CC). He later served as
president of Island Vale.

Chetan Chauhan

C

hetan Chauhan died on August 16,
2020, after suffering complications
from a Covid-19 infection. He was
73 years old, and tested positive on July 12,
ESPNcricinfo reported.
Later reports
indicated Chauhan recovered,
but
struggled
with his health
before being put
on a ventilator.
During his
career, Chauhan Chetan Chauhan
forged a very successful opening partnership with Sunil Gavaskar, together putting
on 3,010 runs in 59 Test innings.
After retirement, Chauhan served as
India’s team manager and as the Sports
Minister of Uttar Pradesh, he was also a
two-time member of Parliament, and was
a former president of the Delhi and Districts Cricket Association.

L

Lee Nurse

ee Nurse, 43, was a former Berkshire batter. He died from Covid-19
on April 9, 2020. Nurse opened for
Berkshire between 1997 and 2000. His
grand uncle was West Indies’ batsman
Seymour Nurse, while pacer Malcolm
Marshall was his godfather.
According to ESPNcricinfo, Nurse
played for the Home Counties Premier
League for over two decades.

International Cricket Schedule
Wednesday, May 19, 2021
Scotland tour of Netherlands, 2021 Netherlands vs Scotland, 1st ODI, Hazelaarweg, Rotterdam 4:00 AM-10:00 AM GMT / 12:00 PM
LOCAL
Friday, May 21, 2021
Scotland tour of Netherlands, 2021 Netherlands vs Scotland, 2nd ODI, Hazelaarweg, Rotterdam 4:00 AM-10:00 AM GMT / 12:00 PM
LOCAL
Sunday, May 23, 2021
Sri Lanka tour of Bangladesh, 2021 Bangladesh
vs Sri Lanka, 1st ODI, Shere Bangla National
Stadium, Dhaka 1:00 AM-07:00 AM GMT /
01:00 PM LOCAL
Tuesday, May 25, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 Somerset
vs New Zealand, 4-day Practice Match, Day
1 The Cooper Associates County Ground,
Taunton 4:00 AM-10:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM

23

LOCAL
Sri Lanka tour of Bangladesh, 2021 Bangladesh
vs Sri Lanka, 2nd ODI, Shere Bangla National
Stadium, Dhaka 1:00 AM-07:00 AM GMT /
01:00 PM LOCAL
Wednesday May 26, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 Somerset
vs New Zealand, 4-day Practice Match, Day
2 The Cooper Associates County Ground,
Taunton 4:00 AM-10:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM
LOCAL
Thursday May 27, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 Somerset
vs New Zealand, 4-day Practice Match, Day
3, The Cooper Associates County Ground,
Taunton 4:00 AM-10:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM
LOCAL
Friday May 28, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 Somerset
vs New Zealand, 4-day Practice Match, Day
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4, The Cooper Associates County Ground,
Taunton 4:00 AM-10:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM
LOCAL
Sri Lanka tour of Bangladesh, 2021 Bangladesh
vs Sri Lanka, 3rd ODI, Shere Bangla National
Stadium, Dhaka 1:00 AM-07:00 AM GMT /
01:00 PM LOCAL.
Wednesday June 02, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 England vs
New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 1, Lord's, London
4:00 AM-10:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL.
Thursday June 03, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 England vs
New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 2
Lord’s, London 4:00 AM-10:00 AM GMT /
11:00 AM LOCAL.
Friday June 04, 2021
Ireland tour of Netherlands, 2021 Netherlands
vs Ireland, 1st ODI, TBC, TBC 6:00 PM (Jun
03), 12:00 AM GMT / 05:30 AM LOCAL.

GTA L EADE RS REALTY INC., BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Avenue West, Suite 26
Vaughan ON, L4L 4C2
Tel: 416-241-3337 Fax: 416-987-0056
www.teamgtahomes.com
gtaleaders@gmail.com
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Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative
647-894-0764

Brampton
For Sale
$1,999,000

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

A must see!! 4 bedrooms
detached move-in ready
situated on a prime
location of Vaughan/
Brampton border line.
Lots of upgrades in
this bright, extremely
well-kept open concept
family home. Extended
kitchen with large
pantry, cabinets, and
quartz countertop. New
stainless steel appliances,
pot lights throughout,
laundry upstairs, finished
basement with wet bar.
Aggregate concrete
landscaping. Extended
driveway with oversize
deck, and deep backyard
for entertaining.

Toronto

Location! Location! Location! Bright & spacious, newly
renovated large 2 bedroom 2 bathroom home nestled in
prime location. Master bedroom with renovated 4 piece
ensuite bath. Amazing opportunity for investors & first
time buyers. Includes parking & ensuite locker. Close
to all amenities with TTC at your doorstep. Building
amenities include: indoor pool, exercise room, security
system & party room.

Brampton

437-235-7599

The Buckingham at Grand Central Mimico

For Sale $529,000

Grand Central Mimico
is Toronto’s new transittailored community.
Anchored by Mimico GO
Station, this community
will be a vibrant, allinclusive & future proof
neighbourhood. Thoughtful
timeless design, transit &
modern amenities converge
to create South Etobicoke’s
most relevant & significant
community.
Starting
From Mid -

$500K
Grand Festival Condos*
Take your life to a whole
new level of fun and
celebration at Grand
at Festival. Vaughan's
spectacular new masterplanned City Center.

Markham

Listed
3-year new executive 2 storey
$799K
for:
freehold townhouse in highly
sought after neighbourhood in
Brampton. No carpet thruout.
Open concept layout with w/o to
backyard. Finished basement with
potential for in-law suite. Close
to major hwys and all amenities
including grocery shopping plazas,
SOLD OVER ASKING!
places of worship.

For Sale
$490,000
SOLD
$50K
OVER
ASKING!!!

Emerald City Condominiums
North York, ON

Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Ralford Chatrie
Sales Representative
416-806-1803

Starting
From Mid- $300K

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

* THE NEXT PHASE
AT FESTIVAL SOUTH
VMC, CANADA’S BESTSELLING CONDOMINIUM
COMMUNITY.
Starting
From the low:

$949,000

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Emerald City 1 is a luxury condominium that defines this new
community at the corner of Sheppard and Don Mills; a particular North York location that is becoming one of the city's most
sought-after places to live.

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

The Mill Landing Condos Georgetown, ON

Starting
From

$700K

Victory Green Markham, ON
Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.

24

Starting
From

$400K

An idyllic location, that boasts a quaint village environment
with vibrant urban conveniences. Come home to an elevated community featuring a modern boutique building that
invites exclusive condominium suites & luxurious amenities
that complement your life with abundance and ease.
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$500K

TAB

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

